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JAFFA ABSENT

MURDER IS

CDflM

IIIUI II COUNT

CHEERED EMPEROR
MURDER

ALWAYS

ASJHEY

ATTACK Oil

DIED

TRUST TRIAL

TARCOWABDLY

DENVER

DEEP

JUTS

BANG
E

INAUGURAL

VIOLENCE

PLANS

ARUpiOUS

Was Called to Trinidad, Colo- Roosevelt in Outlook Today Ninety Five of Crew of Japa- Republicans Score Democrats Argentine Gets Away With Assessor Henry J. Arnold All Former Events of
That
Comments on McNa-marnese Torpedo Boat Are
rado, on Urgent
For Bad Faith In AlasKind Are to Be Eclipsed
Uncle Sam's Big Beef
Ejected From Office In
Business
Case
Drowned
kan Affair
Contract
New Year
City Hall
a

ENEMIES OF CAUSE OF LABOR DRAMATIC

TWO CODHTIESFOBTOMORBDW

STORY

IS

TOLD

DICK TO

DICK

LETTER AGUN BRITISH

EXCUSE

MAKE LAME

ARE

TELEPHONEJIBES

CUT MANY TICKETS

SOLD ALREADY

Then the Attorneys Will Have Crime Is Crime Whether Com Destroyer Foundered In Hur- Majority of Committee Fai's to Many Workmen May Now Be Victim Had Refused to
Spread Preparations Well Under Way
mitted In Name of Just
Chance to Pick Flaws In
ricane In Inland Sea
Thrown Out of
Expose Fabricators
tor Keception and Dance in
Illegal Levy on
Cause or Not.
Returnsof Liesof Japan
Books.
the Evening.
-

-

-

Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa

was absent from the session of the official canvassing board today, being
called to Trinidad, Colo., .on urgent
business.
Chief Justice W. H .Pope
and Governor Mills however, proceeded with the task. Socorro county
was taken up out of the regular order
yesterday afternoon, was completed
last evening, all except the precincts
of Reserve and Carthage, in which
the election officers failed to sign the
returns, and they were mailed to
them for signature.
This forenoon,
Sierra county was completed and
Taos county was taken up. This with
Torrance county is to be finished by
tonight, leaving Union and Valencia
counties for tomorrow.
In Taos county, the supreme court
judges total as follows: Parker 1333,
Roberts 1335, Wright 1329, Burkhart
Sierra
968, Dunn 969, Hanna 975;
Roberts 551,
cbuntyl P.yrker 555,
Wright 549, Burkhart 538, Dunn 537,
Hanna 540.
court
The totals on the .supreme
judges, those for Torrance, Union
county and Valencia counties, being
unofficial, and with the precincts of
Carthage and Reserve, Socorro county, not included, are: Frank W. Parker, 29,408, C. J. Roberts 29,491, E. R.
Summers . Burkhart
Wright 29,369;
R. H.
29,303, W. A. Dunn 29,267,
Hanna 29,526. Reserve gave about
twenty-twDemocratic majority, and

By Special Leased TVIra to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Dec.
15. Theodore
Victoria, B. C, Dec. 15. Going to

has an editorial article in death
SENATE.
singing the national anthem
the current issue of the Outlook reNot in session.
and
Banzais
for
their
shouting
emperWill meet 2 p. m. Monday.'
lating to the McNamara case, entitled
Murder
is Murder."
The article or, 95 of the crew of the Japanese torEdward Hines and "Manny"
pedo boat destroyer Harusamo went
says:
Abrahams were witnesses at
"Not only laboring men, but busi down with the war vessel on Novemthe Lorimer inquiry.
ness men, capitalists, have at times ber 24, according to advices brought
Louis D. Brandeis continued
shown the worst form of class con- by the steamer Panama Maru.
criticism of United States Steel
sciousness that of sinister and
Stories of the fifteen survivors as
Corporation before the Interclass selfishness in standing by crim officially communicated to the admir-alitstate Commerce Committee.
inals simply because they were of
Railroad counsel
discussed
by the commander of the detheir own class. This has been done stroyer Isonemi, are dramatic.
with employers liability comby capitalists in the case of capital
mission suggestions for a liaThe Harusamo, which was caught
ists who have been guilty of brazen in a hurricane
bility bill.
in the inland sea,
corruption, and by laborers, in the case started for Wakanoura in distress,
Foreign relations committee
of labor leaders who have been guil
members consulted on Jewish
the vessel swinging with force in a
ty of murderous violence. The two of tremendous sea.
plans.
passports legislation
fenses stand on a par from the standAn agreement with Russia was
She was unable to make the port
point of damage to the community.
rumored.
of refuge. At 10 p. m, the mast was
San Francisco's Disgrace.
HOUSE.
blown overboard and the commander
"In San Francisco, in one municipal
Met at 'noon, agreed to adto make Matoya island. About
sought
to
contest the capitalists who desired
journ today until Monday. Latmidnight the light on Cape Andyo
be free from all check and corruption was
er agreement set aside.
The
officers
located
then
sighted.
and the labor leaders who deBired to
Recessed from 1 : 10 p. m. to
the
of their disabled vessel.
be free from all check on lawless vio- The position
4.30 p. m. to receive and conwas
destroyer
unmanageable,
lence struck hands and elected their
sider urgent deficiency approhowever, and an hour later dashed on
ticket; and this proved in the end to a reef.
priation bill, carrying $2,000,-00bo a lasting misfortune to San Fran
The Harusamo slowly foundered.
cisco, to the cause of honest business, When the
Steel investigation continued.
end was near, the crew
and to the cause of honest labor.
Oliver
Senator
(Penna.)
the
continued
at
and
gathered
bridge
No Sympathy for McNamara.
testified that ore rates to Pittsthe
national
and
anthem
singing
"Since the startling outcome of the
burg were too high.
McNamara trial certain apologists of shouting Banzais until the seas swept
Rules committee heard arguthem
away.
these men, have made themselves
ment by Representative Lindconscious by asserting that these de
bergh, of Minnesota, for inNO RECORDS BROKEN THUS
praved criminals, who have on their
of the
vestigation
FAR IN BICYCLE RACE.
many
money trust
Republican. On seared souls the murder of so laborCarthage forty-fiv- e
General Crozler urged on milthese same returns it also is certain innocent persons all of them
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
committee a war basis
that Abeytia, Republican, is elected ing people by the way are 'victims
itary
New
15.
in
Dec.
The
score
York,
fo the State Senate from Socorro or at worst 'fanatics' who should re- the six
of ammunition for the
supply
2
bike
race
the
day
at p. m.,
ceive sympathy because they were
army.'
110th hour, showed eight teams tied
county, and not Romero, Progressive
a
acting in what they regarded as
Republican
minority report
at 2121 miles and 2 laps; three teams
Republican, as at first reported.
'war on behalf of their class.
on Controller Bay inquiry arTerritorial Funds.
tied at 2121 miles and 1 lap, and La
A Monstrous Plea.
raigned Democrats for alleged
The following sums of money were
and Van Houwaert 2121 miles.
'
is monstrous in its folly pose
unfairness.
The former record is 2125 miles and
received yesterday In the office of ."The plea
and its wickedness.
It is precisely one lap, made by Miller and Waller
RepresemVAive Mbndejlt ot
the territorial treasurer, R. J. Palen: the kind of
pleas sometimes advanced in 1898.
Wyoming, spoke in opposition
From R. Q. Palmer, treasurer
of on
behalf of a crooked man of great
to the repeal of the Sherman
Union county, $5,090.42;
from John wealth,
a legislature
anti-trubribing
caught
law.,
from
Joerns, bank examiner, $75.00;
that he has to do it to protect his
"Sugar trust" investigation
Thomas P. Gable, game and flshwar-- - business. We are not here
dealing GOOD EXAMPLE
committee began inquiry into
den, game protection fund, $55.75.
with any of the kinds of offenses incisugar increase of several cents
Notaries Public.
dental to the sudden and sweeping
a pound last summer.
v
no-The following were appointed
changes brought about by modern in
committee authorized
FOB SANTA FE to Labor
tarles public yesterday by Governor dustrial .conditions into which-- capital-- ,
visit PhilsXtfplAa ad
William J. Mills;
James Daughty, ists or labor men are sometimes
ford. Conn., in investigating a X
Roswell, Chaves county; Jesus F.
drawn without any very great conscientific system of shop man- - X
counLas Cruces, Dona Ana,
sciousness of moral turpitude on their St. Louis Cute Out
X
agement.
Ugly
Sign
ty,
v.;- - part. We are dealing with crimes as
Boards That Disfigure
old as the law giving from Sinai, with
Insurance Department.
Democrats 8 cored.
The
Indemnity crimes murder and theft that have
Washington, D. C, Dec. 15. The
City
deccompany of Denver, Colo., a health been prohibited ever since the
sudden ending of the inquiry into the
and accident Insurance concern, filed alogue was formulated.
charges, that the government had alWorse Than Black Hand.
papers yesterday with the superinlowed a monopoly ot the coal haTbor
PLAYGROUNDS
FOR
CHILDREN
"The murders committed by men
tendent of insurance, Jacobo Chavez.
at Controller Bay, Alaska, was roundnomilike
the McNamaras, although
H. 8. Palmer Transferred.
ly scored in the Republican minority
H. S. Palmer, a draftsman in the nally in the interest of organized lareport of the House Committee on InIn
Lots
Vacant
surveyor general's office here, will go bor, differ not one whit in moral culp- Transforming
terior Department expenditures, filed
to Reno, Nevada, next Sunday, where ability from those committed by the
Minneapolis Into Beauty
today.
or
Black
mer
of
band
Hand,
by any
: he will
Ml the same position in the
Dick to Dick Letter.
Spot.
cut
an
and
are
throats
fraught with
office
of that
surveyor general'
said that common
The
Republicans
infinitely heavier menace to society.
place.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mezieaa) decency, if not justice, would have
A Menace to Labor.
D.
Dec. 15. Leroy demanded some investigation to ex"Yet, great though the menace is to J. Washington,of C,
LOS ANGELES LIMITED
Boughner.
Minneapolis, told the pose those responsible for the fabrithe
menace
to
the
the
community,
GOES INTO DITCH.
to cation of the
"Dick to Dick"
cause of honest organized labor is American Civic Association here vathe
of
transformation
of
the
day
to have been written
imand
no
still
more
alleged
is
letter,
greater,
duty
Derailed Five Miles West of Laramie,
cant lots of his city into gardens, beau
by Secretary of the Interior Balllnger
peratively laid on the leaders of labor tifying the
but Neither Passengers Nor
city and helping reduce to Richard S. Ryan, the latter supof affirmatively freeing
than
the
duty
Crew Are Injured.
were
the
Weed
of
cost
living.
crops
themselves and their followers from converted
representing the Guggenheim
into tomato crops, dumping posedly
of responsibility for such
the
taint
Interests.
to
Leased
Wire
New Mexican)
(By Special
grounds into flower beds and the
The minority report said this ex
Laramie, Wyo., Dec. 15. Los Ange- criminals and such crimes.
gardens thus formed helped to bring pose should
Evil
of
Service
Leaders.
have been permitted even
7
les Limited Passenger train No.
a
children
the
into
safe
play
together
was derailed five miles west of here . "The 'labor Jeaders who by their ground and to encourage the social if the Democratic majority was unat 4:50 this morning. Six cars are in leud championship of the McNamaras and civic spirit
willing, for partisan reasons, to "ex
as previously of Moyer and - Hayonerate the interior and other high
the ditch. No passengers were hurt.
Weeded
Out
Ugly
8lgns.
A special train with physicians was wood have succeeded in Identifying
L. L. Leonard of St. Louis declared officials of the unjust, cruel charge."
Fabrication Falls to Ground.
sent from here, but their services them with the cause of labor in the that his city was overrun with ugly
eyes of the public, have rendered an signs. Over 90 per cent of the bill"And so the whole fabric of fabri
were not needed. W. R. Richie
cause.
to
evil
service
that
and downright
suspicion
board advertising In St. - Louis, he cation,
conductor, and Charles Matchlson of
Inciters to Murder. V
this city, the engineer.
said was devoted to the "parasitic in- falsehood on which the investigation
"Mr. Debs as an extremist of his
dustries of liquor, tobacco and the was based, falls to the ground," says
type among the
political So- theaters."
SOLDIERS' PLOT TO
the minority report.
Debs
I say
because
cialists
Muckrakers Denounced.
DESTROY FORT RILEY.
and his followers of the Emma Goldis also urged a thorough inquiry
It
RIPLEY
AND
8PR0ULE
man are not
at all in any
Three Commanding Officers Received true sense of socialists
CONFER AT SANTA BARBARA. so as to locate the guilty persons, and
the word, but mere in
have some punishment meted out tc
Threatening Letters and Batof
and
citers
murder
to
ap
preachers
Chief Counsel of San- them, and "to deter others who ma;
and
Presidents
tery E Is JaUed.
leaders
labor
the
and
plied anarchy
By Special Leaded Wire to New Mexican
employ falsehood and duplicity in asta Fe and Southern Pacific Put
Junction City, Kans., Dec. 15. That affiliated with them have always boast
Their
Heads
sailing official character."
Together.
three commanding officers at Fort ed of the part, they played in the trial (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cowardly Attack on President.
this
in
of
and
and
Moyer
Haywood
Riley have been receiving threaten
Santa Barbara, Calif., Dec. 15.
"The action of the majority of the
taccase
familiar
their
they
repeated
lng letters ever since last March, fol
president of the committee," it said, "can have but ono
and held mass meetings, and William Sproule,
lowing the first Incendiary fires at tics,
Southern Pacific railroad, stopped over effect, that of shielding the perpetrascattered
ad
and
broadcast
papers
the fort became known today.
here today on his way to San Fran- tor of the libel end
protecThe recipients of the letters were dresses In which they furiously de- cisco to confer with E. P. Ripley, pres- tion around whoever, throwing malice,
through
to
nounced
effort
the
wrongbring
S.
Schuyler,
ident of the Santa Fe, who is at his
Brigadier General W.
the cowardly attack on the
Colonel Charles A. P. Hatfield and doers to justice and sought to arouse winter home, and William F. Herrln, inspired
class
president"
instinct
evident
every
against chief counsel of the Southern Pacific.
Colonel E. D. Hoyle. The letters were
written In a scrawl and appeared to all who upheld the cause of law or
WESTERN G0VERN0R8 IN
to
to
assassination
put a stop
have been penned by different per sought
purpose has only been to get Justice,
AUTOMOBILE COLLISION
and murderous violence.
sons.
and who now sternly demand that
Denounced.
Meyer
,
Rumor today has it that practically
he punished when comSpecial Leased wire to New Mexican i
"It s worth noting that since Mc murder shall
all the members of one battery are be
mitted in the nominal interest of labor (Br
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 15. AutomoMr.
confessed
his
Namara
Moy
guilt,
lieved to be Involved In the plot which
as
under
same
other
the
any
precisely
bile drivers, eager to show the westIs said to .have had for Its purpose er, the head of what purports to be circumstances.
r
ern
coventors the speed of their ma
the destruction of the entire fort. Tbs a labor organisation, is reported in Honest Lssdsrs and Obedience to Law chines on the motor speedway, today
not
as
the
upon
It,
press
commenting
now
members
un
; four
of Battery H.
"I believe with all my heart in the
about a .collision between two
der arrest, are kept in close confine- by denouncing McNamara for having American working man; I believe with brought
L.
which Governor Edward
in
cars
dethe
committed
but
by
murder,
ment and no one is permitted to talk
all my heart in organised labor, for n orris of Montana and Governor Jos
him
it.
for
confessed
nouncing
hating
with them.
labor must be organised in order to eph M. Carey of Wyoming, were shak
Such denunciation is significant
and secure its rights; and en up But not injured.
protect
- AMPUTATED FINGER "
Murder Is Murder.
therefore with all my strength, I. urge
WHILK ROPING. ' "Murder is Murder, and the foolish my fellow citizens tne American men
Death of Jose Manuel
Montoya
Albert Buchanan, a young cowboy sentimentalists or sinister wrong- and women who earn their livelihoods
Court Clerk Jose D. Sena toSupreme
from the range. Is in Roswell for a doers who try to apologise for it at an as wage workersto see that their
day received the news of the. death of
few days. Buchanan was roping Bar incident of labor warfare' are not leaders stand for honesty,' and obedi Jose
Manuel Montoya, a prominent
near his home at Mink when in only morally culpable but are enemies ence to the law, and to set their faces
of Pens Blanca, Sandoval counsome manner the rope he was wield- of the American people, and above all, like flint against any effort to Identi citizen
and a frequent visitor In Santa Fe,
ty,
sucha
are
in
maimer
enemies of American wage work fy the cause of organised labor, di
ing caught a finger
and who at one time was assistant suas to break the member at the first ers. In honorable contrast to these rectly or indirectly, with any moveof the penitentiary. Th
Consultation with physicians men stand the various labor leaders, ment which in any shape,-- or way. perintendent
Joint.
deceased was the father of Probate
showed the necessity of amputating who have never asked for more than j benefits by the commission of crimes Clerk Alfredo Montoys of Sandoval
l fair tiU for tike rcNamaras, whose oi lawless ana muraerous violence.
the finger and same was done.,.
county. ,
v
,
Roosevelt

y

:

;

-

o

r

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Dec. 15. The British gov

ernment has decided to exclude the
American meat packers against whom
prosecutions have been instituted in
the United States from tendering for
contracts for the supply of meat to
the British army and navy, pending
the settlement of the suits.
The decision of the government is
due to the opposition of labor and ad
vanced radical members of parliament
to the American trusts.
The contracts given out by the war
office which had hitherto been secured
by American firms are now expected
to go to Argentine meat packers.
Armour Has Been Notified.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 15. J. Ogden Armour, president of Armour & Co., under indictment for alleged violation oi
t
the Sherman
act, admitted
that the Armour Company had been
notified that its bids for British army
contracts would not be accepted pending the settlement of suits by the
United States. Many workmen will be
thrown out of employment in cons?
quence.
Irretrievable Loss to Packers.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 15. Alfred R.
Urion, of counsel for Armour & Co.,
said later: "Great Britain's action cut
off our largest market
for canned
meats, which amounted to millions of
pounds annually. There is no demand
ia this country which will equalize
the loss which seems greater because
every pound of canned meat repre
sents two pounds of fresh meat."
anti-trus-

GEEZER MUST PAY
PRICE OF T3UST BUSTING.
By 8peclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Dec. 15. The
Standard Oil Company has announced
an advance ot a quarter of a cent a
gallon in the price of benzine and
'
gasoline.
COMMON

FEDERALS

CLASH

REBELS
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Three Hour Fight Not Far
From Uncle Sam's
Boundary
EIGHT

DEAD. THREE WODNDDE

Reyistas Fled According to the
News From CamargoJ
Tamaulipas-

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Dec. 15. Harry J.
Arnold, assessor of the county of Den
ver, and who claims that under the
consolidation of the city and county
snould retain that omce, was eject-frothe office bv a band rf riiv
hall employes, policemen and detectives, whom the assessor rlprlaros
ere armed, at an early hour today.
Hiram Hilts, a state senator, aliened
with Mayor Robert W.
politically
Speer, took possession as assessor
with the aid of the officers.
Hilts at an adjourned session of the
board
of supervisors,
two hours
earlier, had been confirmed by a vote
of 4 to 3 on the recommendation of
the mayor.
Barricaded Doors.
The chance of assessors was attend
ed by great disorder. Arnold was attending a meeting when he learned
tnat the supervisors were taking action summarily to oust him. Accompanied by two deputies, he hurried to
his office and locked andj barricaded
the doors. When Hilts and his supporters appeared they were denied ad
mittance.
An Iron bar was produced
and a plate glass window broken.
Through this opening, the police
crawled, followed by the new asses
sor. After lone argument durinc
which Arnold refused to leave, he was
told that unless he Rave un the office
he would be carried out.
Two detectives took him hv the
arm and led him out of the building,
his deputies being treated likewise.
Then the new regime placed a euard
at the door of the office and the
crowd dispersed. It is said that As
sessor Arnold's refusal to spread on
the books an additional tax lew of
3 mills precipitated the action of the.
Hilts faction.
Cut Telephone Wires.
Before the window was broken, it
is said that the telephones in the as
sessors office were out out of com
mission by cutting the wires, or plug
ging vital parts.
"There was no use ot offerine resist
ance to the armed force which came
to take possession of my office.' said
Mr. AotttTlday."TJy-hftllai- d
their plans lone before they came to
the court house. This is shown by
the fact that the telephone wires
were either cut or plugged.
Legal Fight Will Follow.
"The best lawyers in Denver are of
fering me their services
gratis. I
have not formed mv nlans fullv. hut
I will not attempt to
the of
fice by force. My action will be
legal."
re-ta-

RUMOR THAT KING
GEORGE WAS ASSASSINATED.

Officials Insist That There l Nothing
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
to Report Fife In Tent of
Mexico City, Mex., Reports of a
Royal Party.
three-hou- r
federal
between
fight
troops antd rebels near Mier, on the
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
border of the United States, have (By
London, Dec. 15. A rumor that
reached here.
King George had been assassinated
A small force from the United in
the Royal camp at Delhi was cip
of
Reyistas, culated broadcast
States, whether composed
in London
or Vasquetas is unknown, was routed morning and created tremendous this
exby the seventeenth regiment of feder- citement on the streets. Officials inal troops. The news comes here from sisted that the rumor was without
Camargo, state of Tamaulipas, under foundation and declared that
it probdate of December 12. The rebels fled ably arose
the sensational
after the fight, leaving five dead. reports of athrough
slieht firc last nieht In
The federals took four prisoners, a tent
adjoining that of the king.
some rifles and a quantity of ammunition. The federals lost three killed false assumption that the
duty on first
'
and three wounded.
grade wool Is equal to 33 cents a
pound computed on a scoured basis.
He also complained that the com
pensatory duty is paid on goods only
a small portion of which is of wool,
thus giving the manufacturer an ad
vantage to which he Is not entitled.
SAYS
On Scoured Basis. The present law, Is based on the
supposition that grease wool shrinks
s
of its weight in scouring.
Dollar
In
Wool
on
Fifty
Duty
The rate of 11 cents per pound on
Suit Is Only Two
grease wool is supposed to equal 33
cents on the scoured product. ImDollars
porters by selecting the less dirty portions of the fleece, reduce this shrink
age to an average of 39 per cent, so
FSEE TRADE FAUACY EXPOSED that the 11 cent tariff on grease wool
equals only about 18 cents figured on
a scoured basis. Mr. Ellenwood urgScoured Product Should Be Basis ed a change In the law so that the
tariff shall be computed on the scourand Not Wool In
ed basis in every case.
Grease.
;
Two Dollars In $50 Suit.
Mr. Ellenwood produced figures to
to
New
Leased
Wire
Mexican)
(By Special
A wool tar show that the wool in a $50 suit of
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 15.
iff that will protect" was the subject clothes brings the wool grower only
of an address by F. A. Ellenwood of about $2, thus refuting the charge
Red Bluffs, Calif., at the second days' that the tariff on wool Is responsible
session of the National Wool Growers' for the high price ot clothing.
Prise Winners. ,
48th annual convention.
Mr. Ellenwood's address was In the
The prize winners in sheep, in
nature of a protest against what he clude: Lincolns: Ram, 2 year ol-drepresented as unfair treatment of the first. University of Wyoming, Larawool grower by the manufacturer.
mie, Wyo.
Ewe, 1 year old, first M. S. Wood
Compensatory Duty Unjust.
He produced figures to show that the cock, corvallis, Oregon, second and
"compensatory duty" on third, University ot Wyoming.
Ewe, Lamb first second and third,
woolen cloth, intended only to repay
the manufacturer for the money paid University oi Wyoming.
Pen ot four Iambs first, University
by him either as duty on imported
wool or an advanced price for domes- of Wyoming.
tic wool on account of the tariff, is Champion ram University of Wytoo high, because it is based on the oming. .

TARIFF HEEDED

SPEAKER

two-third-

The plans of the decoration commit
tee for the Inaugural are very ambi
tious. They were reported In detail
to the executive committee
yesterday afternoon at a meeting- held at
the Palace of the Governors.
The
main committee had appointed sever

al
Of one, that to
provide decorations for the dinine
room, Mrs. James u. Beligman has
She outlined the plans for
charge.
the dining room which is to have a
dozen small tables each with a flor
al center piece and candelabra.
The
arrangements planned for this room
will make it a most inviting place.
Mrs. L. A. Hughes has in charge the
decorations for the reception which
which will consist of flowers
and
palms, and will be most artistic. A.
J. Fischer in charge of the decorations of the National Guard Armory
interior, presented a comprehensive
and elaborate plan, which includes
eight arches of electric lights to in
tersect in the center of the ceiling
giving a dome effect. From the lockers downward smilax is to cover the
walls. On the lockers are to stand
palms giving the interior the appear
ance of a palm room. Against the
great blank Bpace of the west wall,
a huge star is to be blazoned In elec
tric lights with the figures "1846"
and "1912" in electric lights on either
side. Yellow and white bunting Is
to cover the interstices between the
electric arches. The entire effect will
be most gorgeous. Dr. Edgar L. Hew- ett presented a plan for the outside
decorations of the Palace, which
would be unique as well as spectacular. On the four sides of the build
ing, along the edge of the roof, are
to appear the names of six historic
governors outlined in letters of light
thirty inches high. These governors
are to be: "Onate," "Otermin," "De- and "Wal
Vargas," "Perez'Bent,"
lace." The entire building Is to be

outlined with electric lights and the
pillars of the portico are to be similarly illuminated. Above the mafif entrance thp name "McDonald'Ms to
shine forth, with a large star'above
it and thirteen stars beneath It It
will take about a thousand lights for
which
this illumination,
together
with the Capitol dome illumination,
the Welcome Arch, the figures of
light on Loretto Academy and St. Michael's College and other lllumina-atlonwould make the Capital on
New Year's Day a veritable sea of
light.'
The finance committee
reported
that it has carefully canvassed the
city and had disposed altogether of
some 140 tickets had received a
number of subscriptions and had deposited in bank almost, $1,300, which
eventually will be increased to
$2,500, the estimated cost of the in
augural exercises.
Other committees made reports
which indicate that all preparations
are progressing systematically anl
will be crowned with success. Gov
ernor McDonald will be in Santa Fe
shortly to consult finally with tho
executive committee. There Is likelihood of the cadets of the New Mex
ico Military Institute at Roswell be
lng sent here for the inauguration.
and that several of the other cities
will send their military
companies
s,

and bands.

This afternoon the executive com
atil mittee has a; other ses.'.--ruorrow the
prog.'im for U.e
names
of
apthese
well
as
the
as
day
pointed on committees, excepting the
reception committee, will be published. In the meanwhile, those desiring
tickets to the ball, which is to be the
most splendid social event in the history of the Southwest, should notify
Chairman Arthur Seligman at once,
as tomorrow tickets will be sent to
different banks throughout the territory and will be placed on sale generally. As only 250 couple can bo
taken care of at the ball, and 140 hav3
been disposed of already, only 110 remain at the disposition of the committee.
Says the Roswell Morning News:
"The News is pleased to note that on
effort is being made looking To the
taking of Battery A band to Santa Fe
to participate in the Inauguration ceremonies.
Battery A band is unlqve
in the fact that it is the only band
In the United States which is composed entirely ot the bona tide mem-- ,
hers of the organisation of which It
is a part. Each member of this
band is an enlisted member' of the
uauery. u is composed oi iweniy
eight members, all musicians. It is
the only strictly military hand in
u jiwub
new orexico buu biiuuiu
be a participant In the inaugural of
the first state officers."
.

Hog products showed firmness on
account ot a rise in quotations at the
yards. First sales were unchanged
to 7 c higher, with May at 16.05 for
pork; 9.30 for lard; and 8.50 for
ribs.
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The Little
Store
to the Front
Always

Cooking and Baking Bags
WE HAVE THEM.
We'll have CHRISTMAS

for our Customers

TURKEYS

Bananas,
Oranges,
Grape Fruits,
Cranberries, Plum Pudding, Nuts.
Holly and Wreaths.

All Kinds of Vegetables.

HER
NE

GIVE

GO.

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Southern Car r, or Plaza.
TICKET8 WITH ALL CASH PURCHASED
REGISTER

The Delicatessen Stre!
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh

Bread and Cakes every day

:

:

:

:

:

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone.

I

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

WHOLESALE

JUST

TRY

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

HjJF GASCARETS
You for Months Against a Sick
Headache, Biliousness, Constipation or a Bad Stomach.

Insures

tide;

Life-cod-

far-hnn-

45
MOUND THE STATE

SPECIAL SALE'

Union Sued.

When we promise your money back

Fleming Jones of Las' for the mere asking if Rexall "S'i" Hair
Cruces has filed suit against the West- Tonic does not do as we claim It will,
ern Union Telegraph Company for ycu certainly have no reason for even
failure of the company to insert 12 hesitating to try it. We do not ask you
words In an important night letter. to obligate yourself in any way.
The amount asked is $500.
We could not afford to so strongly
endorse Rexall "93" Hair Tonic and
Ill From Eating Ham.
continue to sell It as we do. if It did
Mrs. Letta Stafford, aged 24, and not do all we claim. Should our en
her two sisters, Edith and Dorothy thusiasm carry us away, and Rexall
Hall, aged seven and nine years re "93" Hair Tonic not give entire satisspectively, were taken to a Denver faction to the users, they would lose
hospital where they are at the point faith in us and our statements, and in
of death from the effects of rating consequence our business
prestige

CHRISTMAS SEAL ENVOI.
(By William L. Ninabuck, With Apolo- gies to Kipling.)
When our last Seal is disposed of, and
the workers are weary and tired;
When the millionth message is carried
and the remnant heap has been
fired,
We shall rest and faith ve shall need
11, lie down a whole night or two
Ti!i th Spirit of ntimta loudness
shall set us to working anew.

grain

LEO HERSCH

Western
Col. W. A.

Put aside just once the Salts,
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purgative waters which merely force a
passageway through the bowels, but
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen and
purify these drainage or alimentary
organs, and have no effect whatever
upon the liver and stomach.
Keep your inside organs pure and
fresh with Cascarets, which thoroughly cleanse the stomach, remove the
undigested, sour and fermenting food
and foul gases, take the excess bile canned ham.
from the liver and carry out of the
Drink Sends Him to Pen.
system all the decomposed waste matter and poisons in the intestines and Fred Rltter at Albuquerque, who
was under suspended sentence of one
bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make you year in the penitentiary on account
feel great by momfng.
They work of larceny from a shop, took to drink
while you sleep never gripe, sicken ing and his old habits and was brought
land cost, only 10 cents a box from before Judge Ira A. Abbott and will
uruggist. Minions of men and now have to go to the penitentiary to
jsuf
women take a Cascaret now and then serve his sentence.
and never have Headache, Biliousness,
ccated tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stom- Deadly Quarrel After Saloon Visit
ach or Constipated bowels. Cascarets After loading up in a saloon, a party
Children of Torrance county people on their
belong in every household.
just love to take them.
way home engaged in a quarel which
resulted in terrible knife wounds in

Are bringing and teaching the
nurse and sunshine an ali
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Assuring the dwellers of death haunts
mai nope is sun young and fair.
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
package And no one shall wreak a havoc and
levy against the game,
Not when the curse of the plague-hear- t
The only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
would point his eternal shame!
But all for the joy of working shall
move toward a
star
For the health of Man as Man sees It,
ior me ood of things as they are.
Phone Black
Phone Black

45

Miguel county. Eight true bills and
HAIR HEALTH
one no true bill were returned by the
one no bill were returned by the
six months in Jail lor Burning ties on If You Have Scalp or Hair Trouble,
the Santa Fe railroad near Rivera.
Accept This Offer.

1 TEN GENT

And those that have bought shall be
happy, and those that have gold beside.
To know that their million pennies
are stemming the White Plague

AND RETAIL
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Death of J. A. Goodrich.
J. A. Goodrich a former
Las Vegas, died at Estancia.

would suffer.
Therefore, when we assure you that
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will promptly
eradicate dandruff, stimulate hair
growth and prevent premature baldness, you may rest assured we know
what we are talking about.
We honestly believe that Rexall
"93" Hair Tonic will do more than any
other human agency toward restoring
hair growth and hair health. It is not
greasy and will not gum the scalp or
WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOSE WHO BUY
hair or cause permanent stain. It is
CUTLERY AND HARDWARE FROM US.
as pleasant to use as pure cold water.
OF COURSE, WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS
OF HARDWARE
It comes in two sizes, prices 50 cents
WEAR THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
and $1.00. Remember, you can obtain
,WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL. AND MAKE
it only at our store The Rexall Store.
flicted upon Flavio Martinez who is The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Fran- GOOD IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG. WE DON'T DO THIS OFTEN.
BECAUSE WE HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF
lying at death's door and in Francisco cisco St.
GOODS THAT DID NOT STAND THE TEST.
Sanchez and Hermenejildo Serna being locked up in jail at Estancia.
load
the
of
small
shot passing
ed,
Wood-Davi- s
through the back of the hack seat,
Saloon Fighter Disappears.
and Into young White's left arm,
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We' Have It.
C. W. Wilkes has vamosed from which was
Pnone 14
Testing over the back of
Las Vegas. He is accused of assault the seat,
.ne
in
bones
shattering the
ing J. Forton in the Smith saloon at arm above the elbow.
Las Vegas. Forton was badly cut hut
Wilkes had pleaded self defense. W.
Fifteen in One Dope Den.
M. Smith and C. W. Sommerlein went
Dec. 15. That physicians
Pueblo,
on Wilkes' bond for $200 and now of
Pueblo have been in collusion with
Wilkes has dropped from sight. He a
"dope trust," which has supplied
has been traced as far as La Junta.
quantities of the drug to a small
army of unfortunates in this city is a
Handsome
Drink Leads to Suicide.
Handsome
charge which is being investigated by
S. Fernandez, aged 30 years, com- the Pueblo
police. The police and
mitted suicide at Kelly, Socorro coun Health Commissioner
Provost raided
XMAS
ty, after a prolonged spree. He put a Union avenue establishment under
XMAS
a revolver to his mouth and pulled a
pool hall in a dingy basement. Fifthe trigger. The bullet emerged from teen cots,
which lounged victhe top of his head. Previous to kill tims of the upon
habit, were found.
drug
a
was
ing himself, Fernandez, who
miner, had attacked a woman with a
Sex Instruction Urged.
3
knife.
Greeley, Colo.. Dec. 15. Sex in
vj w
struction by parents was advocated
?X!,
Big Land Deal.
as the principal solution of the delin
Hutch-ens,
Dr. L. Taylor sold to E. A.
of Haskell, Texas, his interest, in quent girls problem at a meeting of
IS AT OUR STORE. V
F I
the large Taylor tract at Artesla, Ed- the Social Science club. Societv 'wom
' r 1 S.
f
AND SELECT YOUR
en
read papers on the subject and a
dy county, for $50,000.00. Drs. A. L.
A
f
LARGE
AT
5UPPLV
and Fred Taylor own the remainder general discussion followed. In addi
SMALL COST.
tion to instructions regarding sex,
j
of the land and they have an offer of
Phone 6619 Black.
better discipline, more careful su
Santa Fe, New Mej ,
J
over $100,000.00 for their interest.
pervision and heter knowledge as to
their daughters' whereabouts were
Union Labor Against Booze.
labor- urged upon- mothers.
15.

Hardware Co.

FRANK

i

"The

Washington, Dec,

are requested to call and see and
hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

Imperial Laundry

ra.

ad

L&RNARD

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL

" The

WOOHS HACK LINE

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

I

Phone Blaok

uSOles and saddle hereea.
THEODORE COIIICK,

iiZ

Testimonial for Judaa Rah
A pleasing feature of the close of
From
Roberts' services as Judge of
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
the Fourth Jidiclal district fn San
BARRANCA
TAOS
La Salle
Miguel couty was a testimonial ad Meets
Both North South
dressed to him in behalf of the mem.
CHAS. G ANN, Prop.
Bounds Trains.
berg of the bar aid court officials !
San Miguel and Mora counties, by
Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
Telephone II.
District Attorney Charles W. G the north bound
and arrlvea at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
train
Ward. Las Vegas Optic.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any ether
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
No Serious Irregularities.
way. Good covers
hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
The grand jury after three days of teams. Fare $5.00 round
Teams
investigation at Las Vena found that furnished commercial mantrip.
BOARD
BY THE WEEK $5.00
to take In
mi serious irouDie Had occurred at the aurroundlna tawna. WIm rnhurin French Noodle
Order 20c. a disn,
the election on November 7 In San Station.
New York Chop Suey 50c

TO

rlRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular prices
CHUCK'S HACK UNE

o

c

2?

Why Import Mineral Water ?
.

:.

WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

tm.

i

'

Restaurant

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
,mProved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in fheEspanela Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.?;

AI P
FAR
1 Ul
JiiLL

Modern Residences for Rent."

F. M. JONES.

osl

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Palace Ave.

Weed
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilhirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
.

ras.4755J8!
85

"I

!

Telephone

Telephony 85

!'

--

Quality Coal."

333 HICKOX STREET,

v

SANTA CLAUS

Anti-Saloo-

COMPANY

GIFTS

JO

at

You

5

GIFTS

ing man is the hope of the country in
the fight against the rum traffic," deHOW'S THIS?
clared John B. Lennon, treasurer of
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Big Tax Collection.
the American Federation of Labor, to ward for any case of Catarrh that can
The county treasurer of Bernalillo
the
of the annual conven- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
county collected $54,566.35 taxes for tion delegates
of
the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
League of
November.
America here today.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
;
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and beMade a Citizen.
Shot Accidentally.
lieve him nerfectlr honorable- In all
A.
Joseph
Taichert has been given
WATCH FOR EJIG AD
Nix White and, sister, Miss Eva, of business transactions and financially
final citizenfthfn
i.
Artesla, accompanied by John1 Hall able to carry out any obligations made
court at Las Vegas.
and Mrs. Lee Hall of Sweetwater, by his firm.
Texas, who are viiting with the
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Election
Investigating
Irregularities.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O,
The grand iurv At T.flB Voiraa lias White family, drove down to McMillan Lake, Eddy county, and in coming
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken, inter
been devotintro
'w uujo
iuvcu
gating alleged . election irregularities back, just south of town, one of the nally, acting directly upon the blood
In O
guns which were esting between the and mucous surfaces of the system.
imguei county.
two men on the front seat, in some Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
unaccountable manner was discharg- - per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Musical Shaves and Haircuts.
A barber at SnrimrfteM
pation.
c
mugoaVUU
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
setts, now cuts hair 0vv,miiw
utcu
to rag time music provided
TOTHEPUBUC
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF
by an orMUSIC, AND IS chestra he has installed.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
If cough syrups would cure coughs
Had Both Feet Frozen.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
every time, it would not be necessary
Cruz Frank was found in tim
for us to print this information, but
For Best Laundry Work
are ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your road yards at l.as Vegas with lioth. there are so many cases of chronic
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our
fret
frozen.
He
wall-claims
to have
bronchitis in town that have hung
prices and
ed in from Ratoa. Us was placed la on for months and
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
years, we feel that
the Las Vegas nospioj.
we must tell what we know about It
and Arizona purchasers.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
It Is a positive fact that the only
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Struck By Touring Car.
right way to treat a cough is to use
The team Pedro Duran of Kan
a remedy that acts on the blood, such Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
cio was driving on the Hot
&
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Established 1900
Springs as Vinol, our delicious cod liver and
boulevard at Las
iron preparation without oil.
UNDEMANN CO.
Phone Red No. 23.
Albuqurque, New Mexico by an auto. One of the horaen hart a
Phone, Red No. 2J
This makes the blood rich and pure
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
leg broken and had to be killed.
so it can heal and strengthen the inflamed bronchial tubes, its taste is
Las Vegas Grateful.
so pleasant that even children like it
Because the temDerature nieht he. Mrs. Olivia Parham, East Durham.
fore last was only seven below zero, N. C, says, "I used Vinol for a cough MKK'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
msteao or sixteen below as It was the which had lasted two years and it
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
night before, the Las Veens. Ontir gave me perfect satisfaction. I am Phone us, we will be glad to call for
sounds the praises of the climate at also giving it to a delicate child to
your laundry on Mondays and TuesL,as vegas.
strengthen her. She will not tako days and deliver on Thursdays and
so
other
Vinol
medicine
but
is
any
Fridays.
Eyesight Restored After 18 Years. pleasant she cries for it and it is All
work IB guaranteed - vonr anofea
Mrs. Catherine MrMnnimi MftCU I.U benefiting her very much."
'.v.uuifjUl,
are
mended
and buttons sewed an
a hospital at Philadelphia
Remember if Vinol does not help
for a brokyour
shirts
en thigh had her
extra charge.
without
costs
you
it
The
you
restored
Capital
nothing.
eyesight
by a simple operation.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
She had lost Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
her sight through an accident elgh.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
iceu jeara ago.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

F. GORMLEY,

LIVERY STABLE
Fii.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in kJeed of Anything In the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Bon Caspar Avenue

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON
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- Only Seven More Christmas Shopping Days Left

5ELI OMAN BROTHERS

COMPANY,

HAVE PROVIDED WEI L FOP VOU

Dress Suit Cases, Hand Bags, Traveling Cases and Ladies Shopping Bags
The Toyland is Loaded
With Bargains

GARDEN CLUB

A LONG FELT WANT
Santa Fe's only place where SUITS
ARE

LESSON

Imported

the Busi-

Clothes

ness an

Places Where PlanU and People
Grow and Love Each
Other

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

We have

Wf CAN

P

Them.

H
I

DO IT.

FOR LADIES

ii

Experts
in Their
Line.

FOR GENTS

$25.00

$20.00

UP

UP
Work Will Please You

Our

Promptness will Satisfy You
of experience means
Work that cannot be equaled and a

trial order will convince you.
WHVNOT PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A
SUIT OR AN OVERCOAT WITH THE

Tailor Q
Hapital
SYUFY& YOUNG.
::

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time table
of the local railroads:
"A. T. A 6. F. By."
'
Leave
8:10 a. m to connect "with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eaatbound.

Retutptng, arrive Santa Fe at

SANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO

REACHING THE SPOT.
It Can Be Done, 8o 8eoret of 8anta
Fe Citizen Say.
To cure an aching back,
The pains of rheumatism.
The tired-ou- t
feelings.
You must reach the spot get at
the cause.

In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the

kidneys.
Mrs. Agrlplna do Gonzales, 102 GarLeave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to cia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
conect with No. 1 westbound and No. septemDer, 1306, I used Doan's Kid'
'
ney Pills for backache which had
2 eastbound.
.
been a source of much annoyance. In
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m. tho
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con- was morning when I arose my back
so lame and painful that I could
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
hardly
stoop. I knew that my trouble
eastbound.
was due to" disordered kidneys and I
at Santa Fe at was finally led
Returning arrive
to try Doan's Kidney
8:36 p. m. ; ""
Pills, by th good reports I heard
Leave SantSTe at 8:60 P. m. to con- about them. The
contents of one
nect with. No. 8 eastbound and No. 8 box of this
drove
away all my
remedy
westbound. pains and I am happy to state that
11:30
Santa
arrive
at
Fe,
Returning,
my cure has been permanent."
p. m.
...
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
centa Fosteo-MUburPassengers for the Belen cut-of- f
Co., Buffalo,
and Pecos Valley points should now uuueu states.
leave at 3:30 p. a. instead of 7:20
Remember the name Doan's and
as heretoion. Connection leaves Al- take no other.
t 7:66 p. m. Instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
Herewith are some bargains offer
by the New Mexican PrintinaCom-pany- :
D. & Ft. CU By.
Code ot Civil Procedure of the
Leaves 10:06 a. m. or aorta.
Territory ot Nor Mexico, 1897. sheep
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c Missouri
New exeo central Ry.' .
Pleading forms. IS; ; Missouri Cods
Leave 12:45 p. m connects with No. Pleadings.
86: the two for 110.
2 east and 1 south and west
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections of Now Ifaxles. 2Mt.
and UN,
from No. 3 east
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather
i. Sheriff's Flezthh
Let Htm Know It rr you are ont ot Cover Poak't Dockets, single, $1.26;
a position, you must let the employer two or more books, $1 each. New
know it- - A want advertisement, in the
Snprome Court Reports. Wos
New Mexican will reach every busiand in Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
ness and professional man in the city tJUttea CorporaUoa Laws. W e. Coa
and county and a great many in the allattoft. Mining Laws, so e Money's
territory. If yon have any special tal- wisest of Now Vtxico P:por.J. ful)
hld It under a bushel.
ent, ot
sheen.
J0:' full list vkwrt blanks.
p. m.

12.10

:

:

am

...

M-xl-

do-n-

:

Try a New Mexican
brings results.

Want ad,
-

tt

INJIIVIC

Washington, Dec. 15. Civic, economic and social benefits were derived by Minneapolis from the
Varden
club campaign" carried on there during the past season for the
purpose
of having all the
city's vacant lots
turned into flower and
vegetable
beds, according to l.emv t un,- ot Minneapolis, who told
the American Civic Association in
convention
here today of the "vacant lot
garden"
work done in his home
city.
It was a matter of civic
not
an economic motive, which pride,
early last
spring started the garden idea Mr
Boughner explained. A civic celebration was to be held
early in July he
said, "so we decided to have
gardens
to beautify the
city for Its hundred
thousand visitors." The fact thai
there were 5,000 acre of vacant lots
ia the city, "sufficient to supply the
entire state with vegetables," was
not enough appeal to
get the citizens
of Minneapolis interested; but the
appeal to their civic pride caused them
to plant 2,000,000 square feet to
vegetables and 250,000 to flowers, said the
speaker.
M
Mr. Bouhgner held Minneapolis
up
as a model for other cities,
pointing
out in detail how the vacant lots
there had been transformed into bowers of flower.and vegetable
beauty, and
called attention to some of the
which had been made. So successful was this year's Garden Club
campaign, however, that it will be
continued with renewed vigor, Mr.
Boughner declared during the coming
year.
"A garden is a bit of land where
plants and people grow and love each
other," said the speaker in describ
ing the benefits of the work. First
and foremost he placed the fact thai

"the use of vacant lots had satisfied
the farm craze, had taught more than
700 men and women whether he de.
sired to go back to the land. How better could a man find out than upon
the small patch of land that lies next
to his home?"
From an economic standpoint, Mr.
Boughner declared that "so many
vegetables were grown on the vacant
lots of Minneapolis that tomatoes
were plentiful at 75 cents a bushel
whereas a year ago they were scarce
and sold for $1.50 a bushel."
A third benefit he found in this,
that "most of those who had gardens
belonged to the office class whose opportunities for getting out in the
fresh air are small." Traveling about
he said he saw hundreds of "glowing
faces" as a result of "hoeing and
weeding and murdering cut worms."
Again there was such a contrast this
year, he declared between the lots
operated by the Garden Club and
those which it. had not touched that
"the mayor, hag, instructed the police
during the season of 1912 to enforce
tbo ordinance covering the
cutting of
weeds and removal of rubbish from
vacant lots" which ordinance had fallen somewhat into disuse."
The excellent impression which visitors gain of a city, Mr. Boughner
pointed out as a great advantage.
The model vacant lot garden at the
fair grounds, he said,; was seen by
750,000 people.

In a social way the e results were
great, he asserted. As a concrete example of this he cited a garden in a
htnrk when lived
Mwa.'fa VnMnAwt.
nvininu,
two Germans and a New England
family. Before the garden experiment
ncneof the families had ever had anything in common, but before the summer was over, said Mr. Boughner, "all
the families were visiting freely. The
gardens In many Instances were social centers."
In telling of how the citizens were
atoused to Join the Garden Club, Mr
Boughner who is Its president and
who was chairman of the garden com
mittee of this year's "civic mlnnm.
tion" declared that various methods
were used but that he found that "I
newsnaner nuhlldtv ulnnn
will cover a city with gardens."
FRENCH

COOK DIES
FROM DRINKING WINE.
An American. Visitor In Paris was
horrified to And her cook dead In

the kitchen. Tho woman drank tea
Try a New Mexican want ad. .K quarts of wine la two boars ant
.
,
dropped over dead.
brings results.'
-

am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable pointnear by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January I,
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
I

--

imam

...-

-

'"J

'

'

5.

W. DeCLOW.

Re pi is Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

Cedar

BEAUTY

mis-take-

Many years

253 San Francisco Street,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

STATE LEGISLATURE

Was Big Thing For Minnea-polis- ,
Ought to Be Bigger
For Santa Fe

We make

WE

W. L. DeCLOW,

I

Fine

Big Cities.

Over
ii

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST

CAMPAIGN

and made in the City

CUT-FI- T

Look Them

Automobiles, Steam Engines, Rocking Horses,
Story Books, Christmas Tree Ornaments.
The Doll Family is Complete.

f

k

V1

"

'

v- -

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

o

TO
4?

All

tjt; i

Parts of The World

SflVfi MOflPV and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
IIIVIIVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders
ThrJuVhlJt

-

U.

"$SP

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Jt

jt

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
JOSEPH RISTINE SKIOMORE,
Member of the House From Colfax County.
O. I. W. R. R.
X
Si

X
X
X
X

Age 37 years.
Born at Covington, Indiana,
of distinguished ancestry.
Educated in orphan asylum,
at public schools and graduated
from Bethany
and
College
Drake University.

In Glass Factory.
From 1891 to 1892 he was employed
X by the Plate Glass Company at Koko
X mo and Elwood, Indiana.
X

X
X

In the U. S. Navy.
In 1893, Mr. Skidmore entered the
$ service of the L. E. & W. railroad,
JS
Farmer, ran ferryboat, glass 3t but after five
years, desiring to see
factory worker, water boy, coal
more of the world
as a coal
passer in U. S. Navy, brake X heaver in the Unitedshipped
States Navy and
X
X man, conductor.
worked on the U. S. R. Steamer Ver
X
X
Knight of Columbus.
X
of General X mont the Columbia, the Minneapolis
and the Brooklyn.
X Grievance Committee of Broth X
As a Railroader.
X
X erhood Railway Trainmen.
X
Married and has two child- - X , In 1899, Mr. Skidmore returned to
X railroading and was employed as s
X ren.
X brakeman on the Missouri Pacific, the
X
Resides at Raton.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Rio Grande Western, the Denver
Rio Grande, the El Paso & SouthAs romantic and varied a career as western, the Colorado & Southern.
Goes to College and University.
has ever fallen to a man so young
In 1902, Mr. Skidmore, fired with
of
is that of Joseph Ristine Skidmore
ambition for a college and university
.
Raton, who will represent Colfax degree, entered Bethany
college
county in the House of the first State Lindsborg, Kansas, and in 1903, Drake
at Des Moines, Iowa. He
Legislature. He was born at Coving University
took a keen interest in athletics
1874.
on
March
20,
ton, Indiana,
and was on the football team at both
His Father One of Morgan's Raiders. places.
His father had served in the Con
Back to the Railroad.
federate Army and was captured while
In 1906, Mr. Skidmore became a
with Morgan on his famous raid. He brakeman on the Santa Fe system
was kept a prisoner at Indianapolis and was promoted to be a conductor.
In the Brotherhood.
during the rest of the war. Mr. Skid- mor-3'In 1907, Skidmore was elected chairgrandfather was Hon. Joseph
Ristine of Covington, Indiana, who at man of the local grievance committee
first justice of the peace became cir- for the Brotherhood of Railway Traincuit judge, member of the Indiana men. In 1910, he was elected
of the General Grievance
State Legislature and was auditor of
the state during the Civil, War and Committee for the Santa Fe system
a trustee of the blind a3ium at In- He is a member of the Knights o.'
dianapolis, Indiana.
Columbus, is married and has two
children.
Farm and School Boy Ran, Ferry.
Mr. Skidmore received his Initiation
into the Thres R's at St. Joseph's Or- AMERICAN GENERAL AND
CHINESE REFORMER IN EAST.
phan Asylum at Lafayette. Indiana.
As a mere boy he worked on farms at
Penang, Straits Settlement, Dec.
Newman and Murdock, Illinois, attended public schools- at Intervals 14. Dr. Sun Yat Sen, the Chinese reand also ran the ferryboat across the former and General Homer Lee, the
Wabash river at Silverwood, Indiana American whom it wa3 alleged, is to
but in 1890 was promoted to water take charge ot the military governcarrier on a construction train on the ment in- China, landed here today.

Greetings

n

THE

TO

Happy is to
Make others Happy.

Give
Useful

a--

Presents
SLIPPERS for
he who knows a pair
of our fine, Nobby New
Shoes, or some beautiful
Silk Hose. These are
the things that will
bring gladness to the
heart of every recipient,
and you will long be
remembered for your
COMFY

.

-

WAY

'

liberality.
Our stock is very exIn fact, we
tensive.
have an appropriate
style for every member
of the family for any
occasion. Don't fail to
:

see our line of

Housework Drudgery

Xmas Gloves and Hosiery

Housework is drudgery for the weak woman. She brushes, dusts and scrubs, or it on her feet all day attending to
the many details of the household, her back aching, he?
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the strata of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed it
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not permit of refreshing sleep. Tho real need of weak, nervous
women it satisfied by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

So we take pleasure in inviting you to call and inspect out
line of goods for yourself.
Shoes bought for presents
will be gladly exchanged after
the holidays.
'

It Makes Weak Women Strong
and Sick Women Well.

:,

Thin " Pretcrlptlon" nmorea the mom
of women's
weaknesses,
Intianf
cores ttcie
anil ulceration, madAes
nation
weaknesses to peculiar to women.
It
tranqnillzcatho nerves, macourait tho
appetite and Inttvcea reatlul aleep.

Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
hit " Favorite Prescription" contains, complete litt of
r.
Do not let any unscrupingredients on the
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute of unknown
composition is "just ot good" in order that he may make
a bigger pro6t. Just smile and shake your head I
Dr. Pfora's Pleasant Pellets cures liver ills.
bottle-wrappe-

Where
Quality

meets
Price

Wiadsv
Difpty

I
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age on hand always shows a smaller
The End of a Song, by Jeanette
;
number than the number of fleeces
Marks; Dawn O'Hara, by Edna
iid
omiun
shorn in the preceding year. This difThe Haunted Photograph, bj
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ference is slightly greater for an enuRuth McEnyar Stuart; When Woman
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
meration on June 1 than for one on
Proposes, by Anne Warner; My RagVice President
Editor and President
April 15, owing to the larger number
picker, by Mary E. Walker.
Santa Fe, N. M, Dec. 15.
of sheep sold after shearing and be X
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Advertising Pays I had to hire a
fore enumeration. This fact Is indicat- X The weather for New 'Mexico
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
usher to take care of the
special
and
continued
fair
is
tonight
ed by a comparison of the data foi
rushed to my house after
that
crowds
with
cold.
fair
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fa Poitofflce.
Saturday
rising
1910 and 1900.
$
I
a want advertisement
had
inserted
east
in
X
portion.
temperature
The number of fleeces (2,320,580)
RATE3 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
in the New Mexican, and I live some
(2.50
Daily, six months, by mall
reported for 1909 was 1,678,649, or 3.8
.25
distance from the Plaza too." declarDally, pe week, by carrier
Weekly, six months
ed F. W. Farmer today. "Pull out the
per cent, less than that (43,999,229)
one
wish
If
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
Trees
Christmas
you
2.00 reported for
although the order from Frank F. Gormley now. ad! A man who advertises in the New
65 Weekly, ner year
Daily, per month, by mail
on
BO number of sheep of shearing age
Mexican is pestered to death. Why I
7.00 Weeky, per quarter
Oally, per year, by mail
hand April 15, 1910, was only 0.5 per Phone.
w Be" ,B,e' i
UBU B cnam-- '
ui
cotton
WANTED Clean
rags
cent less than the number reported on
t only tne
New Mexican nlture ln tne nouse aa
cents
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
four
pound,
per
June 1, 1900. The difference in the
i rew articles
i naa aaverusea.
office.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to rates of decrease is doubtless a close
Native
Meats are getting rath-- i
three-hou- r
The
a
at
the
Elks',
Tonight
every poBtotflce in the Territory. nd has a large and growing circulation j measure of the number of sheep show for 10 and 20c.
er elastic so why not buy the best K.
unsold
or
for
slaughtered
slaughter
amoux ma intelligent ana proKre
jieuym u u
new ' C. corn fed, especially since Andrews
Andrews has everything in
der average conditions between April
candied
jhas reduced the price and is selling
fruits.
dried
and
num15 and June 1; and therefore the
we !".. u. ai a ngiu auvance uvcr iuc
A
Born
Girl
wag
baby
girl
Baby
ber of sheep of shearing age on farms
of native, the price is now witn-- j
June 1, 1910, was doubtless not far born yesterday to Mr. and Mrs. Nich- price
the
in
if ach of all. Give us a trial,
from 3.8 per cent fewer than that on olas Garcia of Manhattan avenue.
See ad
you will not be disappointed.
If
the
want
that
you
thing
you
10
be
irathe corresponding date
years
izr
CHICAGO FOR THE CONVENTION. Cleveland administration,? Not
prices.
look
on
when
do
State
street,
Chicago,
fore.
The Republican National Committee less tnis regret is oi very receiumiB.u.
Death of Mrs. Montoya Mrs. Igna-cit- a
at the artistic Xmas window of Nathhas fixed upon Chicago as the meeting We do not believe it is, and we are
Lopez de Montoya. a widow, 70
if the American people are
According to a census bulletin issued an Salmon's Big Store.
place of the next national convention sure that,
W.
old, died at 10 o'clock yesterday
years
our
on
all
coats
Prices
acres
Mexico
had
New
85,999
January
to nominate a candidate tor tne presi- carried away in the coming campaign today,
at her home on Agua Fria
afternoon
Co.
H.
Goebel
ten
corn
as
1909,
no
in
in
against 41,345
by any clamor of radical reform,
dency.
- road.
She
is survived by three daughA
License
marriage
Marriage
what Us origin may be, they years before, a gain of 108 per cent
It brings up interesting memories matter
to ters, Mrs. Juan Montoya y Romero,
issued
was
1.164.970
at
cense
acres
85.999
nroduced
Albuquerque
These
what
to
Jive
will
they
regret
again
to think of this event. It will be fifty-tw72 per cent in Altagracia Galardo and Carlos Cande- - ' Mrs. Manuel uustamenie oi Gallup,
bushels, a gain of only
have done.
.
.
. .
years, almost to a day, since, in shall
Mrs. Albert Vierra, of Sacramento,
ten years. The value was ?ys4,utz, a ian, doib oi Aiouquerque.
the same city, the first Republican
same
has a nice lot of home California; and two sons, Candelario
Andrews
134.3
the
in
cent
of
per
gain
BETTER
DID
MEXICO
NEW
President was nominated. Four years WHERE
Montoya of Gallup; and Juan MonWhat a sermon might be dressed hens, about 4 pounds each,
New Mexico constitution makers period.
before, in 1856, a convention had met
and toya of this city. Funeral arrangehorse
for
Salt
causes
a
Brick
to
j
Get
as
your
from
text
this
.
.
.
preached
L
ln
i
and nominated John C. Fremont a3
ments await the arrival of the absent
cost of living, thorough- - ccw for Christmas at GOEBELS.
of the
the Republican candidate for the Pres. gtitutlon that they formulated than did ness of high
?
The Show Windows of the Wooa- members of the family.
exhaustion of the
farming,
were
infor
American
people
The latter,
idency. The
tj!e Arizonans.
and other matters that lie close; Davis Hardware Company are beauti-soil
num- A
Service
Sunday
Splendid
adminisstance elected their state ticket this to the roots of
ripe for a change of national
The same;luliy aecoratea witn a display or cui-- ber . fatholic rferevmen are exnecttration at that time, and Fremont j Wk for oniy one year and that means bulletin tells of prosperity.
acres
368,409
being in ilery. See change of advertisement to- -' d to arrlve Jn fte clty tomorrow from
would have been elected had it not another furious state campaign next
as ; day.
Mexico
New
in
various parts of the territory to at- been for the political astuteness ol November, a campaign which has be- - forage plants acres ten
Dr. Clifford S, Losey, the eye, ear, te d tn imDreBsive service of lnves- before,
87,358
years
against
will
have
James Buchanan's managers.
eun already. New Mexico
a marvelous gain. The production nose, and throat specialist of Las titure of the Rt. Rev. A. Fourchegu,
It was the Pennsylvanians that were peace in that respect for five years was 431,053 tons as against 195,324 a i Vegas, will be at the Palace Hotel vicar
evgeneral of the archdiocese, as
wanagine their compatriot's campaign and while the result did not suit
decade
ago and the value was Dec. 14th, 15th, and 16th. Hours, a domestic prelate of Pope Pius X.
not
its
a
in
devised
anybody
who
fnr the Presidency
erybody perhaps,
as against $1,427,317 in 2 to 5 p. m.
The services, atVhlch His Grace, the
to have free
plan to defeat the purposes of a vast entirety, yet, it is better
1S99. Food for thought in those fig
Please Note the change ln adver Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval will preside,
cam
such
an
majority of the American people. dom for five years from
illumine
Goods
many
ures too, that might
tising of Adolf Seligman Dry
w,n beg,n at 9;30 e m Regarding
They suggested and financed the nom- paigns as were waged in New Mexico editorial.
company on page tour, a giance m the significance of this honor to be
ination of a candidate by the "Amer- and Arizona this fall. Says the Ari
the display windows will show you a conferred on the vicar general, an arican party," and the choice of that zona Republican:
read- number of swell holiday specialties. ticle will appear in the Ne w Mexican
wants
Its
Mexican
New
The
FillMillard
"The Republican is as firmly of the
organization fell upon
Game The challenge
Basketball
tomorrow, Saturday.
more of Buffalo, N. Y., who had been belief now as it was at any time dur ers to consider long and well the ad of the Albuquerque
Central High
on the Whig ing the campaign that to trust the dress of Leroy J. Boughner before
elected
for a basketball game, has
to-- ; School
Continued on Page Eignt.
ticket and had succeeded to the office men masquerading as Democrats with the American Civic Association
' been accepted
by the High School
would
be
a
there
death
What
a
on
change
day.
the unexpected
of President
the reins of government would be
be
in
will
here. The game
pleyed
WORKS WITHOUT FAITH
of Taylor, the Democratic President i mistake but the people willed it and in Santa Fe if the vacant spaces
on January 6.
This shrewd political move carried tue Republican like all other citizens could be turned into gardens as was
Had
Came After the Works
Read the Change of Advertisement
wav pnoueh voters who would have ! and institutions in the state must done in Minneapolis by a civic asso-nrv
nt
Aiinir
tho
tiooas
i;o.
seiipmnn
ruuiiinu,
voted for Fremont to leave a clean abide by the choice made at the polU. elation. .It would mean not only
on page four. No store in the city
sweep for the Buchanan ticket in Everything that can be done must oeauty out eventually aiso weaun. has a better and more
coffee
a
drinker I was a tat
"White
- !
holicomplete
many of the western states. By the be done to minimize the effect of the
from indigestion, and intensely
j
from.
to
line
select
'LIT
day
"best-laid
plans'" selection of Hunt as governor and
way, like many other
from
'
Farm - 'painful, nervous headaches,
Yeomen Elect Officers-F.- W. .
of men, this came very near defeating Ashurst as United States Senator. town. And the beginning should be
otiiMhnnri
.nntaina Aoffotna
ct nuuicoicau ui ivuiuvu
iteelf. For, while it did draw away The best interests of the state demand
ithe following officers for 1912: Hon - the same drug found in coffee.)
tick-enough votes from the Fremont
tjjat an g00(j citizens regardless of where manual training and domestic orable Foreman, A. E. P. Robinson;
"Seven years a"o my health gave
Buchanan's
of
to insure the success
party put tneir snouiaer to tne wneei science have made an auspicious en- -' master of ceremonies, Wesley Brad- out entirely. I grew so weak that the
in several northern states, it came to the end that the evil effects of the try and need to be supplemented
field: correspondent, Fred Alarid; exertion of walking, only a few feet,
within a hair's breadth of doing the result of the election which will be merely by school gardens and inof accounts, Charles Rising; made it necessary for me to lie
same to the Democrats in several manifested m the form of a failure struction in agriculture to accomDlIsh master
down. My friends thought I was
i
--..
-'
an
in
was
'
"(-states.
But
it
of oamtal
southern
"
i a- - .,.
..I.,
.;
v,
!)(,
marked for consumption weak, thin
'
'
'l
r
C
'
i
and pale.
'
'
.
ll
"I realized the danger I was in and
.,,
j
" "
"
tried faithfully to get relief from
i
i'
r
i
medicines, till, at last after having
k '
employed all kinds of drugs, the doc-- .
;
......
tor acknowledged that he did not be..ivi v-i
n
lieve it was ln h's power to cure me.
.
lli
"While in this condition a friend
..
me uangers ot free trade more farmers than ever before ln Quay down to eight above, while the maxl-- !
are preparing the soil to hold muai yesterday was only twenty-si- x
of
duced me to quit coffee and try Post-ihsure
winner
a
be
would
New York
and the necessity for protecting the
moisture that comes in the form degrees. Today was much warmer, um, and I din so without the least
the great honor. But Providence had industries of Arizona from the un. o.
O. F. Election The local hope that it would do me any good,
other ends to shape for the new party, fair competition which free trade will of snow during the winter. The beauty
of It is that they are doing IT NOW. lodge of Odd Fellows held their annual I did not like it at first, but when it
and when the convention adjourned. JJ bung.
wuuse tall,
was Abraham
T.jneo!n
"A year of Hunt in the gubernatorial It is the farmer who waits until next election of officers last night at the was properly made I found Postum
was to be standard bear- - chair will be bad but It might have May or June before he plows or cui-- i0age rooms.
The following were was a most delicious and refreshing
' gaunt.figure
er of the party. And he was elected. been worse; it might have been for tiyates or prepares his ground for elected: Vigil Sparks, nogle grand, beverage. I am especially fond of it
When the convention meets in Chi- two years. Bad as it will be it will crops who will complain next fall YrtLiik.
H. M. served at dinner
Wiese,
with cream.
j
cago next June more than half a cen- be but for a year however and there about crop failure and the drouth.
"In a month's time I began to imMoore, secretary, and D. L. Miller,
j treasurer.
tury will have passed since that mem- is the hope of the change which may
prove, and in a few weeks tny indi
orable day when the great President be brought about in a year to look
Read Andrews' Ad, it has been a gestion ceased to trouble me, and my
The nroDosition to start a second
was nominated. The Republican par- forward to. There is also a ray of red
light district within the city lim - 'long time since you have been able headache stopped entirely. I am- so
ty's history at that time was unwrit- light in the probability that Little its must be fought tooth and nail by to buy K. C. meats at the prices he perfectly well now that I do not look
has written Sid Osborn will be elected to stay at all decent
ten. The
people. There is so much advertises and the meats are the best nice the same person, and I have so
that history in broad pages in a firm home. With Hunt as governor and woe and poverty and distress in this that money win nuy.
gained in flesh that I am 15 pounds
hand, so that he who runs may read. Little Sid as acting governor when old town already that any agency. Company F Meets Tonight Com-- heavier than ever before.
The party made good all the prom- Hunt should absent himself Arizona that will increase and intensify those pany F, First Regiment New Mexico
"This is what Postum has done
ises it put out at that convention of would be in a bad way, but there is conditions must be dealt with the National Guard, will meet at 8 o'clock for me. I
still use it and shall alall
so
in
1860, and it has made
good
some hope that this will be spared us. same as would an outbreak of the tonight at the -- armory. All of the
so. ( Name given by Pest-udo
ways
the years since then, doing much
In the meantime the people are smallpox or the bubonic plague.
men must be present as the adjutant
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
more than it promised at any conven- urged to cheer up and get ready for
general will be there to talk over na"There's a reason," and it Is ex
have
American
the
that
people
tion,
the house cleaning which is due next
The glee wifh which the Demo- tional guard matters with them and plained in the little book, "The Road
been pleased to continue the party in year not only in the capitol but in
cratic
papers are copying the Albu- the officers. Company F distinguish- j to Wellville," In pkgs.
with
office during this long period,
the county court house."
ed itself at the encampment held last
Deleon
Journal's
Ever read the above letter? A new
attacks
querque
merely two exceptions, one a partial
and the men in the company one appears from time to time.
They
and the other a total repudiation of TARIFF NEEDFUL TO WOOL IN- gate W. H. Andrews, demonstrates summer,
are genuine, true, and fun of Human
who it really is that desires the eli are largely from the professions.
the G. O. P.
DUSTRY.
winNow
is
to
select
the time
your
interest.
In 1884 a' grand clamor went up
At the Wool Growers' Association mination of New Mexico's faithful j ter suit. While the stock is
crisp and
from the throats of insincere, hypo- convention at Omaha yesterday. Pres- delegate in Congress.
fresh, and picking is good. Nathan
critical reformers, "Turn the rascals: ident Goodell brought out forcefully
Salmon.
sort
of
Is
it
the
that
Justice
poetic
the
of
need
of
an
the
for
evil
In
out!"
sheep growday enough
protection
Visit the Elk tonight if you want
Oklaof
Owen
of
namesake
Senator
elected
ers. The Census Bureau in a bulletin,
American people listened and
to laugh. A big show for 10 Cand
on
homa
state
the
Democratic
ticket
a Democratic President. By the end incidentally teaches the same lesson.
d
';V';v;.;
CARPENTERS
by a mere misspell- 20c.
There were 610,912 farmers ln the was
of Mr. Cleveland's first term they had
New Books for tha Public Library-M-iss
had a great stomachful of Democracy United States who were reported by ing of his first nam?
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Simmons, librarian of the public
and promptly returned Republicans to the enumerators as keeping sheep in
the
following
8YLVE3TRE
today
library,
MIRABAL
placed
BRINQ8
1910.
the control of the national governThey had 39,644,046 sheep of
SUIT AGAIN8T CONTRACTOR. new fiction on the five' cent shelf:
ment. In 1892 another wave of fren- shearing age on their farms April 15,
j Hilda
Lessways, by Arnold Bennett; FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
zied politics passed over the countrj 1910, and in 1909 produced 42,320,580
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DOME
Suit was filed at Albuquerque
like a blizzard and swept the Repub- fleeces of wool, weighing 289.419,977
by j The Long Roll, by Mary Johnston;
lican administration in all its branch- pounds, valued at $65,472,000. The ex- Silvestre MIrabal of San Rafael, Vales out of office. But weren't they son cess in the number of fleeces shorn encia county for the sum of $1,548,
All Work Guaranteed.
Phone, ted IIS
ry for it when 1896 came? And did during 1909 over that of sheep on with costs and interest, against Frank
not that great and pure statesman, hand April 15, 1910, is due in part to A. Stephens and his bondsmenfl The
William McKinley, go into office with the fact that a limited number
of ground of suit is the allegation that
NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
a Republican Congress at hU back? sheep in some states are shorn twice Stephens failed to complete a con-- ,
And have the American people ever during the year, and also, in still tract for the erection ot a house at
MRS R.LOPEZ. '
been sorry of their decision in that greater measure, to the fact that large San Rafael for Mr. MIrabal, and that
conShampooing
case? Have they regretted the
numbers of animals in all sections
Manicuring
in order to protect himself against
Hair Dressing Massaging
each spring by the farmers be- mechanics' liens and to complete the
tinuance of the Republican party in
' office
during the sixteen years that fore selling them for slaughter; thus house the plaintiff was forced to pay
Chiropody.
have passed since the end of the an enumeration of sheep ot shearing out the sum named.
Front Room Over F. Andrews' Store
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

1899-190-

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on alt kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-
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President.
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1

)
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How About That Fire Insurance?

'

:

,

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

-

1

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL

rrnla tZ

Ier

I
!
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Then Act!

Think About It !
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Come and See Our Stock
Before You Bu .
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.
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Our Holiday
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Dress Patterns

New

Is Nifty.

Vl

For the Boys we have Drums , and Tool Chests.

ice-col-

half-centur- y

K

K
K

For the Girls, Dolls, Doll Furniture and Toy Pianos.

Rlf.
DCnilfTinw in jewelry, cuff buttons,
D1U ftEUUt 1 lUly LETS, TIE CLASPS and FANCY

,

J. P. Steed

New Line of Silk f Hose,

SELIGMAN

COMBS

50c a pair

Ladies' or Gents',

ADOLF

brace- -

DRY

GOODS

W

CO.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

THE PALACE

HOTELS

AND

& Son THE MONTEZUMA

side-tracke-

--

PIT
I Beautiful Decorated China

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

Now Under the Same Management.

GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
'en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

The only

THOS. DORAN, Proprieto

LarfeSainpleRooras.

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

& Wight.

Furnished rooms in connection.

222 San Francisco Street.

::

'Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

Electric Lifhts

G. Ll'3t

BERRERA,

REDUCTION SALE
Sterling Silver Picture Frames $1.00 up

Except ionai Bargains in
See our line of genuine Russia Seal Traveling Bars

,

SS".

Brass Candelabras

Stationery Sets

Toilet Sets, Stamp Cases, Paper Cutters,
All Sizes and Prices .

Any. Alan would be cleased to receive

oh

a rift.

Cut Glass

--

Prop

7
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

PERSOm

CAPITAL $50,00000
Does

.

Sheriff M. C. Stewart of Carlsbad,
Eddy county, is in the Capital.
Charles D. Brooks, an attorney of
Denver, Is a guest at the Palace.
Colonel E. W. Dobson, the Albuquerque attorney, was an arrival on

a General Banking Business

last evening's train.
Sam J. Nixon, the well known cattleman of Portales, and his wife, are
guests at the Montezuma.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquer-qu- e
arrived In Santa Fe last evening
and registered at the Montezuma.
Charles Olsson of Racine, Wis., reg
istered at the Palace yesterday. He
comes to Santa Fe to spend the win
ter.
Leopoldo Contreras and Meliton
Torres, of La Joya, Socorro county,
were arrivals in the capital last even-

Your Patronage Solicited
President

B. LAUGHLIN,

W. E. GRIFFIN

I
!

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier.
Asst. Cashier

Incorporated I90J.

Eslablished 1856.

25Discount

MENTION

ing.
M. M. Padgett, editor of the Las Vegas Optic, is spending a few days in
the capital on business conncted with
his paper.
State Senator-elec- t
E. C. Crampton,

Can be please by a selection from
OUR HOLIDAY LINES
-:-

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Tour druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
ft

Bath Robes
House Coats

A new

NoveltyFancyFeathers

MISS A. MUGLER

As Xmas draws near we are working day and night
our store and display counters so as to
make your shopping a pleasure and convenience.

the well known attorney of Raton, is
in the city on business. He is at
the Palace.

We Cannot display all our suitable "gift" stock.
Many large department
stores do not carry the great variety of choice articles that you may find here

and Dress Shapes.

re-arrang-

SEE THEM AT

Mrs. M. H. Byrd left Wednesday
for Oklahoma City en route for other
eastern points. She will make an extended visit.
Nathan Jaffa, secretary of the territory left last night for Trinidad,
Colorado, on business. He will return
tomorrow evening.
James E. Clark, superintendent of
public instruction, returned last night
from a trip to points in the southern
part of the territory.
Mrs. Bert Phillips, wife of the brilliant artist of Taos, is a guest at the
Palace. Mr. Phillips has won fame as
the painter of Indian studies.
Attorney Herbert W. Clark of Las
Vegas, secretary of the Republican
Central Committee, came to the capi

i
j

the

Grande Republican.

M. A. Rossi the lumberman of Albu
querque, came to Santa Fe last even
PRESENTS
ing and is stopping at the Montezuma,
He is on his way to the lumber camp
i
ol Hodges, Taos county.
J. C. Kauffman and J. C. Kauffman,'
Jr., his son, are guests at the Montezuma. They came down from Alamosa
several days ago and will establish a.
new garage on Don Gaspar avenue,
In the Stupendous Musical
Carl Eklund, the Clayton hotel pro--'
Comedy Success,
prietor, is in Santa Fe on business. G.
M. Brass, Jr, W. J. Eaton,
L. B.
Wooters and O. H. Lundy, came with;
him and all are stopping at the Palace,
William L. Staley. president of thei
With a Company of A
Sunset Mining and Smelting Company
75 People 75
is a visitor from Cerrillos, where his
Original New York, Chicago and company plans to begin smelting op
Boston Production.
erations within the near future. Albu- BY the Authors of "THREE TWINS" and querque Herald.
Colonel W. S. Hopeweil, a well
"MADAME SHERRY."
known resident of this city and an lr-- ;
rlgatlon congress booster, has return-- )
Book by Chas. Dickson,
ed from Chicago where he attended)
Otto
Hauerbach,
Lyrics by
Music
Karl Hoschna. the sessions of the congress. Albu-- ,

lot just unpacked

Neckwear for

The real swell patterns

FLORENCE H0LBR00K

Ladies and Gents

i

j

RRIGHTEYES

WUIIII

111

I

P. 0. Box, 219.

1.00 to 7.50
1.25 to 3.00
1.25 to 3.00
2.50 to 7.00
2.00 to 5.00
1.00 to 2.50

Phone 36

Marquisette Dress Patterns a beautiful gift for the wife
Fancy Box paper well selected a gift any one would like
Imported Linen handkerchiefs in great variety

$8.00 to $10.00
35c to 2.50
10c to 50c
10c

Art Handkerchiefs for fancy work
Large Fancy Silk Neck Scarfs
Imported Kazan Kid Gloves big value
Pictures beautiful and chaste selected especially for Xmas

1.00 to 1.25
1.25
10c to $17.50

j

Lf

SELIGMA!

Leather, tapestry and velvet hand bags many handsome
designs bought specially for the high class trade prices
Music Rolls new folding plans
----Smoker Sets
Traveling Sets very suitable for the gentlemen
-Comb & Brush Sets
Military Brush Sets

JOS. M. GAITES

CECIL LEAN and

Fancy Vests

Solid mission desk and chair the "young fellows" - - -- $4.00
Blackboard and Kindergarden desk worth $2.50 our leader 1.50
500
Solid Oak Rocker worth $7.50 one left big value at - -to 7.00
5.00
ts
value
Doll Baby
tires
and
rubber
steel
all
good
10.00
life
time
Boys Automobile with chain gear well made last
Reversible Sulky solid hickory tongue well made special 2.65
Go-Car-

Receiver H. B. Sims of the local;
land office left on Saturday for Washington on business, expecting to be
home again in about ten days. Rio.

Tuesday, Dec. 19th

ing

We Mention a Few Below of Our Big Stock

Palace.

ELK'S THEATRE

Fancy Handle Umbrellas

Sensible Gift Suggestions

THOSE

tal yesterday and registered at

-:-

PACE 5IVK

Victor Victrolo phonographs, no horn, greatest invention of the
15.00 to 40.00
age, One price in Santa Fe or New York

'

FOR. RE1MTI

nous:

by
querque Journal.
W. G. Palmer,
AUGMENTED
ORCHESTRA.

formerly a pharma
cist in Fischer's drug store, will, he
married on December 25 to Miss Car
rie M. Hubbell daughter of Mr. end
Mrs. J. F. Hubble at Fowler, Colo.,
according to announcement received
by the friends of the bridegroom

This company is a
asking odds from none for
reputation and unique talent. The
production is a complete and perfect
The music
expression of stage-crafmakes tomorrow hum happily and the here.
"I didn't know my brother was ' to
fun lingers days and days after.
be here'; he didn't know I was to be
Seata on Sale Fischer Drug Store here we met by accident at theiAl-varadtoday," said J. M. Connell, genFriday, December 15th.
eral passenger agent of the Santa Fe
who arrived in the city this morning
on the De Luxe special. J. M.
and his brother ..put In the, day
in Albuquerque.
visiting
H.
KAUNE
GO. Both willoldgo friends
east tonight. Albuquer'
que Herald.
NOTE:

r,

t.

o

Furnished and Unfurnished

Rogers 1847 Silverware will close out below cost surprises in store for the
one wishing to send silver or bargains for the one in need for the home.
Our store is ablaze with many dazzling and up - to - date gifts

suitable and rare.

that are both

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.,
Home of Royal Tailors

Home of Society Floss

Home of Victor Phonographs

Con--nel- l

O. C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS,

I

Phone, Red 189.

REAL ESTATE.

"Where Prices are
Lowest for Safe

119 San Francisco St

Quality.

Those QUILTED MATTRESS PROTECTORS we
sell are washable.
You need

one?

il

S.

Come and see them.

-:- -

Were
You

Satisfied
With
That
THANKSGIVING

THE GIFT STORE Turkey?
I

-

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LAROE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON

v

"

i

If so

Fay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
always as low as the lowest.

hMjr h.

C. YONTZ,

let us
Have your

IfiSf"

Christmas

Turkey order
Early.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL- DIRECTORS

License Numbers,

if 17.

-:- -

to Postofftee.

Next Door

,

Day or NifW Phone, I JO Red.

H.

-

.,

n'm,m'm'mfr,rrr'rrn'n,ni

5.

KAUNE

& CO.

a
midday the market manifested
somewhat better tone under the leadership of Lehigh Valley and Reading.
Bonds were irregular.
O. L. Owen, of Clovls, Democratic
Business dwindled away during the
candidate for corporation commUsion- - noon hour, almost the soel feature
beer, came up from Albuquerque last ing the smart advance in Western
and
is
Monteat
the
evening
stopping
Union. The close was Arm.
zuma. Mr. Owen is confronted with a
political dilemma which threatens to CHARGED WITH A
defeat him, all on account of the misHEINOUS CRIME.
spelling of his name on the tickets
of Luna and McKinley counties. He
Calvin Crawford of Dayton, was
will insist, however, that the votes
down from Artesia to Carlsbrought
in question should be his because of
Duncan,
bad, by Deputy
the unmistakable intent of the voters. charged with seductionGeorge
of the fourteen
J. P. Kennedy, local agent for the
of Bud Lawrence.
year old
New Mexico Central returned last eve- Crawford daughter
is said to have a wife and
from
Santa
Fe, a full fledged four children in California.
ning
Elk. We have known for some time
that John was one of the "Best People
on Earth" but he went up to have Nine times In ten headache is
the honor put on, and is back on the caused by poor digestion, gas in
Job again. He was presented by your stomach or sour fermentation.
Archbishop Pitaval with a small med- The first aid for relief is CEL-Sa
al of Pope Pius X, blessed by His delightful effervescent drink that setHoliness and also a rosary brought tles stomach troubles. - Why take poisfrom Rome. Needless to say John is on tablets and powders that don't requite proud of these possessions.
move the cause? You cannot cure
Estancia News.
your stomach by taking poison for
County School Superintendent J. V. your head. CEL-Skeeps your stomConway will leave this evening for ach down and your head up it setLamy, Cerillos and Madrid, where he tles stomach troubles. 10 and 25c at
will attend to school : matters.. He The Capital Pharmacy.
will go to Albuquerque tomorrow.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
the purchase price if it fails to do
PROFIT TAKING CAUSES
all we claim. Is this fair?
MARKET TO BE HEAVY.
(By Special sensed Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Dec. 15. Subsidence of
bullish manipulation 'following heavy
profit taking was the explanation
commonly advanced , of the market's
heaviness during the early session.
Traders were inclined to look for a
greater reaction from the previous
day's high level. Steel shared ' the
general apathy, despite prospects of
a further advance in prices of products. Renewal weakness' In Wabash
issues and other stocks in the group
was hardly a contributing factor. Copper shares as a whole were conspicu
ous for their relative strength. By

..

,

YES, A NECESSITY,

SIG1V PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WINTER!

Pope-Sloss- on

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.
Era

List Your Property
With Us.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
;

&

Insurance Agency

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Phone Black No. 52

asaaaaasaasaaWak
if iz Wnrk
Mf ralio

Etched desk set heavy brass comPIele 58.00
Hammered desk set heavy copper complete LOO
Also letter holders, rocking blotters, paper knives.
::

WUIIV

:

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 Saa Francisco Street.

IN

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Maple Fumiture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.

Carriage & Automobile
PAINTING

AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,

125

Palace
Avenue.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

"

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

I.

CARPETS

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

C5
r- ta
.

J
J

s-3-

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
wt py navmg u ngnt wtiere you are using It. It saves on vour IMit
nd
Thr rvpc n,. int

iy
LuS ?'
,VM

v
c3
J,'

"

-

J'

hill

f

ianP6 are expensive.

SAEJTA- - F23
'

'if

Redl"g a"d 5tudent Lamps

SAVPS

can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get
Cheapercleaner. give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you caiTgetT

VATER

awayirr.

LIGHT COMPANY, VASHINGTOW STREET
r

-

At

S3

.
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Use for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Pacific

NEW RULES ADOPTED
FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY.
They Will Facilitate Use of Books
and Assure Better Service to
All Patrons.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1911.

M.

MIKES AND MINING

Salts in Brines and Bitterns
The United States Geological SurThe Woman's Board of Trade upon vey is
issuing another preliminary reof its Library Committee, port on its potash investigations under
suggestion
OFFICES--RATOGENERAL
NEW MEXICO.
N
has adopted the following new set of
rules regarding the use of library fa the special appropriation made last
(Head Down)
la effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Dp)
winter to aid in the search for an
cilities:
1
19
American supply of potash.
20
12
2
STATIONS
Miles
Special
Rules.
to
interest
attaches
am
conpm
the
statistics
1.
or
adult
Any
Juvenile,
person,
4 00
7 it)
0
Ly.. Den Moines, N.
8 60
TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS may have free access to books
and tained in this report for they show a
7 40
4
Kumaldo ...
06
8 30
11
Dedman
ti'or sale hi all drvgglsts.
periodicals in the library. Any per- phenomenal Increase in our purchases
3 16
16
8 20
UapullD
8 05
son desiring to draw books from the of German potash in 1911. According
20
oS5
Vigil
2 46
60
to tho figures compiled by the Bureau
25
Thompson
library for. home use may do so on of Statistics
2 26
"10
31
Cunningham
cf the Department oi
36
165
42
HouseN.M
IN
an
....OUfton
PRODUCTION OF LIME
application blank prop- Commerce and
presenting
1 80
10 00
49
Ly
At
Raton. N. M
Labor, the imports of
filled
citout
and
IN
a
endorsed
STATES.
UNITED
1910
erly
by
2 30
0
Ar 10 15'
I.Lv
Katon.N.M
for the fiscal year ending June
izen of Santa Fe known to the librar potash
2 47
9 49i.
7
Clifton House N' M....
30, 1911, were valued at $14,000,000.
9 32
8 07
48
SPreston
Slight Decrease in Tonnage, but In ian or to the chairman of the iibrsjs j From the figures available it seems
8 55
3 45
66
Koehler Junction
committee.
not
crease in Value of Output, Says
Any person
presenting
8 85
9 05
that the imports for the calen2
Koehler
"
blank so endorsed may draw books, likely
7
Geological Survey.
8 20
4 16
llOolfax
68
1911 will reach nearly
dar
year
4 43
8 02
after having deposited with the li
Oerrososo
78
an increase over those of the
.
7 45
5 00
82
I.v
Ar
Olrnarnin
sum
of
1910,"
Lime
brarian
the
of
in
such
'The
$1.00;
depos preceding year of almost $3,000,000.
5 10
production
6 35
Ar am
Cimarron
Ijv
6 18
6 27
Nash
by Ernest P. Burchard, has Just been it to be returned to the borrower
6 2S
6 17
Hnrlan
During the year a geologist of the
L't-6 45
6 00
94
Ar
issued by the United States Geologi- when he no longer wishes to draw Survey, W. C. Phalen, visited practicPari, N. M...Lv
pm ' p m T J1 y cal Survey as an ndvanoe chapter books.
ally all the salt plants in the eastern
2. All persons drawing hooks from
lOonnects at Oolfax with K. P. S. W. Ky. train both North and South
from "Mineral Resources of the Unitpart of the United States where there
!Stage (or Van Houten N, M, meet trains at Preston N.IM.
ed States."
The total production of the library will be held responsible seemed any likelihood of obtaining inStage leaves Ute Park, (f, M for tillzabethtown, N M., at 9:00 a. m, dally ezeep lime in 1910, as reported to the Sur- for the same until they are Teturned formation that would lead to discovcndsys. Fare fcuu one way 13.50
trip; fifty pound haggaxe carried free.
was 3,481,780 short tons, valued to the librarian during library hours. eries of beds of potash salt. OrdiO. A 8. train leaves Des Mclnos, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. ;rrivct from tb vey,
at $13,891,962, compared with 3,484,-97- 4 Books lost or damaged while borrow nary rock salt may overlie soluble pottn at 4:13 a. oi
short tons, valued at $13,846,072, er is responsible for them must be ash salts, as well as underlie them.
t. G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
in 1909. This represents a decrease replaced or paid for before another Both these conditions, says Mr. PhalP. Agent,
V. P. & Q. M
Superintendent.
iu tonnage of 3,194 tons and an in book can be drawn on his card.
en, exist at Stassfurt. This report
crease in tonnage, of JM-"i4- .
tonsand
3.
torrcTr is entitled, to. one treats briefly of the geology of several
areas-- . Samnles
an increase in value of $48,890. Ow- card, on which he may draw two o? the
ing partly to the inactivity of a num- books at the same time, providing of the brines and waste bitterns, or
ber of small k'ms operated by farm- only one be fiction. Additional books concentrated liquors after the extracers to obtain lime for local use as a of
may be drawn for tion of the salt, at some of the salt
fertilizer, and partly to the abandon- study or other special purpose, on works are being carefully analyzed by
ment of old and wornout kilns, there special permission slips, subject to the Bureau of Soils of the Department
T El Paso Bisbee. Douglass
of Agriculture, working in
was apparently, a large decrease in the call of the librarian.
1 C
I I UIU
tion with the Survey. Some of these
andan points in New Mexico,
the number of producers reporting to
4. Books may be retained
two
show considerable percentages of potthe Survey.
Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
weeks. Fiction may be renewed for ash salts.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence
Few mineral
products have so two additional weeks, but no more.
Socorro County.
wide a variety of uses as lime. Nearmay be Tenewed every
The Ernestine Mining Company of
ly half the lime manufactured in the I two weeks for an indefinite period,
United States is used as a structural subject at any time after the first re- Mogollon paid a further dividend of
EAST
THE
material, and the remainder, amount- newal is due to the call of the li- one per cent to its stockholders on
ing to about 1,750,000 tons, valued at brarian. No book will be renewed December 8. The company, beginabout $5,500,000, is used for chemical without the personal request of the ning last spring, paid dividends of one
OR
borrower.
purposes.
per cent a month until the work of
BEST
Lime is burned with a number of
5. A fine of five cents per library installing the new power plant at the
different fuels. Coal is used most ex- day will be charged for all overdue mine commenced, tince which time
The
tensively by plants in the United books. Unpaid fines exclude the bor no dividends have been declared.
ROUTE
WEST
States at present, followed in order rower on whose card they stand from resumption of dividend payments, in
spite of the fact that the new plant
by wood, coke, producer gas, natural the privilege of drawing books.
mixoil.
A
and
6.
of
Books may not be transferred is not yet in operation, is taken to
gas,
large variety
indicate that the company is In splentures is also employed, such as coal from one card to another.
did condition and that even better reand coke, coal and wood, coke and
7. Reference books
and those sults can be
expected in the near
shavcoke
and
and
wood,
shavings,
For rates and full information address
marked with a star () in he shelf
ings and manure.
list are not permitted to circulate on
It is probable says Mr. Burchard, borrowers cards. Books marked (),
EUGENE FOX El- f- - & p-- Agent,
Paso Texas
that if wood were universally abun- however, may, at the discretion of DEATH MESSAGE IN
RHYME BY SUICIDE.
dant it would be more generally used the librarian, be drawn by responsithan coal. L.rr.e can generally be ble persons on special permission
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 15. Beburned more alowly and at a lower slips for special periods of time.
fere succumbing in a
room,
temperature with wood than with
8. No book shall be issued to any
other fuels. The lower the tempera- borrower living in a house where C. F. Onney, whose body was discovture at which lime is burned the bet- any of the following diseases are eied in a lodging house, added two
to this letter of farewell:
ter its quality will be.
known to exist: Scarlet fever, meas- postscripts
Boys, I hate to leave you,
On aceourt of the rapid decrease in les, small-poin
Books
diptheria.
But the best of friends must part,
the wood supply there is considerable possession of any such borrower at
So, boys, I'm going to leave you
interest in the possibility of utilizing the time of sickness shall not be acAnd from this world depart;
producer gas for burnng lime. It is cepted if returned to the library, and
As they robbed me of my money
of
New
reported 'that under the most unfav- must be paid for by the borrower.
And also my estate,
orable conditions one kiln at St. Louis
9. The librarian Is authorized to
I bid you good-by- ,
boys
made 3
pounds of lime to one enforce the foregoing rules and to
As the message came too late.
pound of coal, using producer gas, as preserve order in the library.
No
The postscripts stated he was 58
2.4 animals will be
compared with an average of
permitted in the li years old, and gave the address of a
'
pounds of lime to one pound of the brary rooms.
married daughter.
same coal for
lime. The
same manufacturer reports making
as high as 4
pounds of lime at
PUBLISHES RATE OF
times, and others have had as good

Railway

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS,
of the BLADDER and
'
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
m
they exercise a permanent benefit.

Company.

-.

a

h

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Non-fictio- n

gas-fille- d

Rates.

Account the Christmas and
Years Holidays, the

DENVER

v -

W--

'im.

v.

2

& RIO GRANDE R. R.

..

coal-burne- d

'

S-:-

.s.

JS7

Mi

!Sk"

J&tenzieMI.
Read Carefully

theKC

MS

S

ln the

COOK'S

BOO- K-

Its FREE.

wonderful K C Cook's Book.Mrs. Janet
McKenzie Hill, of Boston Cooking School
housewife
how
tells
to
become
an expert cook how to prepare
fame,
every
such appetizing dishes the family will go simply wild over what you set
before them.
i
The K C Cook's Book is illustrated in 9 colors, contains 90 tested and
proven recipes tnat will De successful every
time if the few simple suggestions are followed.
BggVCAN GUA RANIS!
The K C Cook's Book has been prepared
at an expense of many thousands of dollars,
and if purchased at a store would easily cost
50 cents, yet we give it absolutely free as we
want you to know exactly what K C Baking
rowcler is and what it will do for you in
l
your own kitcnen. Yon neea tnis won
derful book it is of vital importance
co every Housewife.
JAQOKSX

Mfg. Co.

How to get the

Cook's Book

Write your name and address
Tlent fug
plainly on this coupon. At- tacn tije colored certificate
cans,
1 enclose eertlfirate.X
packed in
the Cook's Book
sending both to us.
ISend
nt

1

Yon will be mighty glad you

did.

non-fictio- n

Prnm pallia
Qarifa Pf

Holiday

Send for

Potash

I

Name

JaauesMfs.ee.
Chicaso

Address.

strain officers from garnisheeing his
wages for a debt of $292 for which
judgment has been obtained against
in interest him. His defense is that the debt was
A wedding, state-wid- e
owing to the prominence of the fami-- l incurred for buying a gambling
lies of the contracting two, occurred
in the court room of the Bernalilo
county court house yesterday when E. C. WADE LANDS TORPEDO
MINING CO. RECEIVERSHIP.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, associate justice
of the supreme court, united in marE. C. Wade, Sr., of Las Cruces, has
de
riage Mrs. Josefita Manderfield
Armijo and Edward M- - Otero, both of been appointed receiver for the TorSanta Fe. Mr. and Mrs. Neill B. Field pedo Mining Company vice Nicholas
The assets of this
were witnesses of the ceremony.
Galles, deceased.
at about
The bride is the daughter of the corporation are valued
late W. F. Manderfield, one of the $2,000,000 and consist of mining propoldest American residents of Santa Fe erty in the. Organ mountains.
who established the Santa Fe Daily
New Mexican of which he was for FIRST SKELETON OF
many years owner.
GLACIAL CHILD IS FOUND,
The groom comes of an equally
The first skeleton of a child that livprominent Spanish family, being the
son of Manuel Otero, who met a tragic ed in the glacial period, has been lodeath in a duel many years ago with cated in Balla Cave, Hungary. The
one Parker Whitney of Boston. He is skeleton is well preserved, especially
a stepson of A. M. Bergere of Santa the 'skull, jaw, thigh bones and part
Fe and a nephew of Solomon Luna. of the bones of the upper arm. Parts
His mother, Mrs. Bergere attended of .the spine and the small bones have
;
.
the wedding, and also his sister, Mrs. crumbled away.
Nina Warren, who is a guest in this
WEDDING OF STATE-WIDINTEREST AT ALBUQUERQUE.
E

city of Mrs. Neill B. Field.
que Journal.

SPOKANE BOOKKEEPER IS
KILLED PROTECTING GIRL.
Chauncey K Simmons, head- book'
BOUGHT GAMBLING MACHINE
keeper at Spokane, was shot and killAND FIGHTS DEBT. ed by a burglar, who had attempted
criminal assault on the
NorthC. G. Smith, employe of a Denver daughter of A. H. Simmons,
diug store, has asked the court to re- - ern Pacific uepot master.
Albuquer-

1-- 2

i

One Fare

for the Round Trip Between
i a. r- i
Lines.
aii Mauons on us is

P

SELLING DATES:
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31,1911;

also Jan. 1,1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.
Mew Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point

of the Southwest"

Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3uil
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
' In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. 0. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. PINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated
address:

Palace.
Ben Spitz, Kansas City, Mo.
C. D. Brooks, Denver.
Herbert W. Clark, City.
E. P. Ferguson, Cincinnati.
Carl Eklund, Clayton.
G. M. Brass, Jr., Clayton.
W. J. Eaton, Clayton.
L. B. Wooters, Clayton.
O. H. Lundy, Clayton.
E. C. Crampton, Raton.
Harry Springer, Colorado Springs.
George Truth, Denver.
James Autrey, Racine, Wis.
George Curry, City.
Mrs. Bert Phillips, Taos.
M. M. Padgett, Las Vegas.
Addison Hall and wife, Morris Pa.
L. G. Randall, Chicago.
F. W. Monroe, Denver.
A. L. Fowler, Alamosa.

.

R. C. Kirk, Dallas
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Garcia, Socorro

J. J. Heritz, New York.
F. Butter, Denver.
Col. E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
M. Potsch, St. Joseph.
Sam J. Nixon and wife, Portales
E. M. Blgget, Denver.
J. C. Kirsch, Albuquerque.
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
Leopold Contreras, La Joya.
Meliton Torrez, Socorro.

H er es

r

to Mother

and- aaasv

asmv-

saeWBsjkaw

,j

WW

I

Bernardino Yetaz, Alamosa.
Anlceto Cruz, Estancla.
Sam Jensen, Estancia.
Monte Goodwin, Estancla.

I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment
formerly
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIR8T
CLAM LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO

STj

Santa

He, N. M

wise-acr- e

a vegetable product, made from
purest, refined cotton oil It contains no
Cottolene is

Placed Under Peace Bond.

hog fat or impurities, is made in a

Justice of the Peace Marcial Vat
dez, at Las Cruces, placed J. Chavez
under a peace bond of $500. A com
plaint wag made recently by Judge

Geek, of Anthonywho claimed that
Chavez made an assault upon him.
Geek, Chavez, and a dozen witnesi
came up for the trial, hut the case was
dismissed, Chavez paying $28 costs,
and giving a peace bond for a period
of six months.

"The kind that Mother used to Make"

cooks use
Cottolene, instead of butter or lard, for
frying and shortening. The reason is plain
as the nose cm your face.

Coronado.

B.

(0)

Modem mothers and

Earl Bouditch, Albuquerque.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
P. Williams

Red

Hotel Arrivals.

,

Superintendent

m

D. C.

Montezuma.
Capt. Fred Fornoff, City.
O. L. Owen, Clovis.
M. C. Stewart, Carlsbad.
Emll James, San Marcial.
S. Hirsch, Los Angeles.
J. C. Kauffman, Alamosa.
J. C. Kauffman, Jr., Alamosa.
W. H. Long, El Paso.
W. F. Moore, Chicago.

COL. JAB. W. WILLSON,

Phone

success.
A copy of this report may be had
free on application to the Director of
the Geological Survey at Washington,

care-

ful, cleanly manner, never sold in bulk, its

purity and freshness are absolutely guaranteed, and it makes food which is free from
grease and indigestion.
Imitations of Cottolene are thicker than
blackberries in season, so be sure to ask
for and take only Cottolene, the original
pure food shortening. It is economical
because it goes oie-thir-d
farther..

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY.

n

i

Shortens Your FoodLenpcthc::s Fc

Life

$
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M.

SALE

day

I

Saturday

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.

II

I

A grand opportunity to secure beautiful
and rare INDIAN AND MEXICAN CURIOSIndian Blankets and Rugs, Baskets of every
description, Drawn Work, Pottery, Rare Gems and Stones.

WILL BE SOLD AT COST.

stock

Cme in and Look Ove Out Desirable Bargains

n

1

divorce suit was filed at Albuquerque by John A. Werner against
E. Werner, on the grounds of
abandonment.

IM I HIT if

ALL CAN BE YOUNG
ACCORDING TO METCHNIKOFF.
Professor Elio Metchnikoff, the fa
mous scientist, again declares that
old age is the result of a germ, and

g

that his experiments have progressed
sufficiently to demonstrate that man
can prolong his years considerably
by living a moral, sober life and not
unduly overloading or stimulating his
l;idn?ys and digestive tract, and by
injections of a serum that would
counteract the old ego germ which
finds lodgment in systems that have
been weakened through the use of inor
toxicants, stimulants,
indulgence of sexual passions.

'

To-morro-

over-catin- g

In the District Court,
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.

Independent Steel

Wire Company,

&

Plaintiff,

.

w.

Fraternal Societies
MASONI

-- --

FOR RENT rurnlsliod rooms
208 Garfield Ave.

...

-v

"3.

Montezuma
LoJ,;e
No. 1. A. F. & A. M.
ITegulsr ct:nlr.ur.l,
catiou first Monda?
r,l catU month a!
fc
Masonic - Hail

at

Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.

7.30.

II. H. DOR MAN.

Muter
E. Li.WICY. F.ecrpm.--

CI1AS.

case, extension table and a dresser.
Sold cheap if taken at once. Mrs. F.
W. Farmer, 25S Agua Fria Street.

y.

Santa Fe Chapter f.'iv
It. A. M. Jtesi.lar
convocation second
Monday cf eat.Ji iiwr.tb
1,

WW

WANTED Expert
Stenographer.
Heavy work. Knowledge cf Spanish
essential. Must be expert perfect
health. Good salary. The John Becker Co., Belen, N. M.

at Masonic iia'.i a
7:30 n. rn.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P
ARTHUR SJXIGMAN, Scmtarj.

FOR SALE Textbook on Paragon
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
Writers in government employ. Can
Price
be learned without a teacher.
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box

S""""

Sata

rr-- s

fcjfj!j'

Fe Com:r.an'jfiri

conclave fourth
day in each cnonth p.t
Macon ic IlaU at 7:3d

Moa-'V55'- .

frAJ

313, City.
(3t)
,
vs.
No. C5CC
p. m.
New Mexico Central Railroad ComC11AS.
A. Vi'IlEELON. K. C.
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
pany,
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms W. E. 3RIFF1X, itccorder.
Defendant.
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
To Whom It May Concern:
Santa Fe t.odsa oi
Large, handsome dining room, excepEspecially the creditors of the de- tionally nice and well suited for
Peifectlon
No.
I. H:S
fendant railroad company, and all boarders.
Ancient end Ac(.'cgree.
parties interested therein.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Jn pursuance of an order of court
Free Masonry msets ca
TYPEVR(TERS.
made in the above entitled cause on Cleaned, adjusred and repaired. Nev the third Monday of each month
.
the 1st day of December, 1911, notice platens furnished. Ribbons and
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
is hereby given that there was filed
Typewriters sold, exchanged Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
in the office of the Clerk of the Dis- a" rented. Standard makes handled Visiting f cotlsh. Rite Masons are cor
trict Court within and for Santa Fe All repair worn anu iypewmeB but dially invited to attend.
County, on the 1st day of December, autecd. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
1911, an Itemized
account of all change. Phone 231.
Venerable Master.
moneys received from the operation
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 22
Notice for Publication.
of said railroad and from all other
Secretary.
of
the Interior,
sources and of all disbursements made, Department
M.
by the undersigned as Receiver, from U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
B. P. O. E.
December 9, 1911.
January 1st, 1911 to June 30th, 1911,
Santa Fo Lcdeo No.
Notice is hereby given that
both Inclusive; that the undersigned
460. B. P. O. E. holdl
Receiver will, on the 4th day of JanQuintana, of Rowe, N. M.t who,
its regular session on
Homestead
uary, 1912 at the Court House In the on June 11, 1907, made
the second and fourth
Section
New Mexico, ask 04507, No. 11011, for NE
City of Santa
of each
Wednesday
the Court to approve said account; 10, Township 1G N, Range 13 E, Mermonth. VUitin? I rottintention
and that exceptions to the approval idian, has filed notice tf
ers are Jnvitcu and
of said account, if the same are to to make final five year proof, to eswelcome.
be heard by the court, shall be made tablish claim to the land above deCARL A. BISHOP.
in writing and specify the particular scribed, before register or receiver, J. D. SENA
Exalted Ruler,
Secretary.
item, or items, in said account to U. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M. !
1912.
I
which objection is made, and be filed on he ICth day of January,
with the Clerk of the District Court
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. W. FARMER
Crescencio Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
wherein said cause is pending on or
Homestead No.
before the 30th day of December, Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
2879.
M.
1911.
Brotherhood
Quintana of Rowe, N.
of
Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
CHARLES C. MURRAY,
American Yeomen
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Receiver of New Mexico Central j
Meets
Second
'
Railroad Company.
Register. I
and Fourth Thur

ill

Plavers

ATTD

j il
-

'

MANY ARE CAUSES

GIVFN FOR DIVORCE.
Child Wife Compelled to Live a Life of Shame
Drink Brings borrow.

Sixteen-Year-Ol-

d

ae Pull- Because he urqught friends to his
-:,
.
added. house with whom she had to lead a
' ''?
ii
'';v'.i' o. "TKf:
"!.
life of shame,
Theresa
t
.,. j. .,,,;.,
V;.'
y for
at
,. ...
m the Eichmiller filed suit for divorce
-.
t
H,o v;.':ii:
iiisKiSf.!
,,j
.,;f;,,.
all the Denver again-- Max O. Eichmiller.
She also alleges unusual cruelty and
.;:y :
;.r
present abandonment.
Mrs. Fannie McCal- ';S,-.l,v''
si;4!:.i i.n:
of the
Jifju.
ito .jf. 'ci ..'t ies will lan of Denver, asserts her husband is
.;;:.
a bigamist and wants a divorce from
McCallan
after eight
Henry A.
i;;y.
of months of married li'e.
.''e
Drunken
' 4. '
berry" ness and cruelty are the charges
;!.i!;':tiO"i.
r,;' ,
' book
Saloonkeeper Oliver C. UnOtto ag?iist
H
-rW'-v!derwood by his wife Jennie Under
?i :"r!i
th
'KarI wood
- '"
Vj,,,. .... ,;
y
at Denver, on which grounds
-,
hestra she desires
f.'.sVtU!':
v.
'
a divorce. Mrs. Myrtle
!i'
''
ement
I,n. Ywi'.vh, :(V:.v .... :j'vCi,
A. Robertson was given $50 a month
'
" '
lUCtOf
ir' fil':
temporary alimony in her divorce
suit against Robert M. Robertson, an
automobile
salesman.
"Bright Eyes."
Mrs. Anna
Davison secured a divorce from John
One of the musical offerings at the DIED N JAIL FROM
INJURY TO HEAD F. Davidson. The couple were marElks' Theater next Tuesday evening
ried January 23, 1911, and Mrs. Dais Cecil Lean and Florence Holbrook
Fred Henderson, an electrician at vidson told the court that about two
In Jos. M. Gaites' stupendous musical comedy, "Bright Eyes," in which the mining camp of Hurley, Grant months later her husband met his
piece they have made the hit of their county, died in the county Jail at Sil- former common law wife and yielded
wonderful career. ' There are sixty ver City, from injuries received by to her pleas to come back to her. Aftnine members In the company and to being thrown from a horse. Nothing er waiting for over fourteen years for
properly accommodate them while en is known of his relatives. Hender- his wife to return to him, James
tour, it requires , the following rail-i- son lost his mind from the effects of Maxwell JUcKenzie yesterday secured
s
day the fall and brain fever finally set a divorce from Maggie Cameron
equipment: two
cars in.
"fi.ches, three sixty-foo- t
Ethelyn Noble Doe, an act
L.1
'O-

:.

0

:

Ci.- -,

;:

.,,':

Kh-;.c.-

,.!-

;y;,

..

1

;

-

.

,

'ufj:

i

'

iBR.1-.de-

Tf,."

'T?

--

'h-..''-

'f-iv-

:

'

.

ress, secured a divorce from Roy A.
Deo yesterday on a charge of
Mrs. Hazel V. Thomas filed
suit for divorce from Harry W. Thorn-a- "
The couple were married in
in
and
1909,
February,
according to Mrs. Thomas, her
husband
a small forsquandered
tune that she gave him and then left
her, and said he never wanted to see
her again. Thomas is said to be In
New Mexico. Mrs. Thomas wants
her maiden name of Leonard restored. Adolph Schnell has filed suit for
divorce from Lillian Trump Schnell,
a trance medium, who remains in
Kansas City while he has gone home
to his mother. Mr. Schnell seems
very jealous of four spirits, who, he
tays, have been on most familiar
terms with his wife Mike Conroy,
whom she calls her "chief guide,"
and three Italians Red' Wing, his
son. Red Feather, and High Horse. A
Dur-ang-

8

Vir-gini- o

F,

Hi

ELKS' THEATRE

days, Flreman'i
Hall. II. Foremap,

A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy

rarmer.

8

MONDAY DECEMBER

Santa Fo Camp
M.

13514,

W.

A.

fleets second Tuesday each month, eo
cial meeting tUro
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Visting celgt-

THOMAS DIXON'S MASTERPIECE

y

-

first-clas-

Jor welcome.

A. G. WHITTIER.
CHaS. A. RISING. Clerk.

Consul

Santa Fe Camp Nj
C673. R. N. A. menu
i

t,

--

iW

;

fourii

Tuesday ol
month ;
meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'

1

each

Hall. Visiting
neighbors welcom
NETTIE VrCKROY,
Oracle
FLORENCE RISING.
Recorder.

rfOlfl HlS TWO

Famous Novels
S3

TfiA I
1

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

anno u
uFai

HUI

a

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Or c at Santa Fe, N. M.
'
November 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that 'Luc'.nno

i

"The Clansman"

v
.....

i

.

Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on October 18, 1906. made homestead 10131
No 07888, for faiJ
section 35, towa-shi- p
14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
P.egister or Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. Jil., on the 2Cth
day of December, 1911.

c5K.oSi..

2

-

Carloads of Scenery

five-ye-

Claimant names as witness:
Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Filiberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoval, all ot Lamy, N. M.

Wonderful Electrical Effects
Troop of Cavalry Horses From the Government
Ranch at El Reno.

Euloglo
-

MANUEL OTERO.

Register.
WOMEN

MEN AND

FOR GOVERNMENT

Scats on Sale at FISCHER'S DRUG STORE, Friday Morning Dec. 15.

Prices -

-

WANTE

POSITIONS.

.

Free booklet tell, about 360,000
protected positions In U. 8. Civil SerMore than 40,000
vice.
vacancies
lifetime employment
every year,
Easy to get. Just ask for examinaN2W Mexico Civil Ser
tion booklet
.

$1.00 and $1.50
- ""

T

t

'

1

--

a

vice School, Albuquerque,
l

452.

N. M., Box
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F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

ljioneNo.4.
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GROCERY, BAKERY AND MARKET.

Not a

SPECIAL SALE

su

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 15, 1911.
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ipt PHONE 92
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" QUANTITY AND QUALITY "

but these

Prices will hold good so long as there is no advance on market

" Reduced Prices" on all

K. C.

Meats.

Loin, Porterhouse T Bone and Short Cuts,
. .
Round Steak and Rib Roasts,
Pot Roast
ISc
Chuck Steak,
Pork Chops
Pork, all other cuts
Veal Chops and Cutlets
Veal, all other cuts

226
17

2c

-- 2e
20c
to ISc

I2

.

.

12

1- -2

12

-2

to

Well, you won't have many more of our
CUT PRICE MEAT SALES, so get action
while they last. We are going to give you
some good ones for

200
15c

Cut Prices on Lamb, Mutton and all Sausages

to-morr- ow.

BEE

Pot Roast,

- -

-

F
ALL STEAKS

10c

themselves with the nature of the ma
NOTICE.
IHS U1UVVU, BUU IU SUll
1U 1119
"Sealed bids will be received up to terial IU
cubic yard for
12 o'clock noon of December 28 ' by proposals the price per
the Board of County Commissioners additional work.
(Continued From Page Four.)
Address all bids in a separate enof Santa Fe County for the excavation
to Mr. I. Sparks, Chairman
velope,
See The Human Torpedo at the at the west approach, and the fill at
the east abutment of the new steel Board of County Commissioners, SanElks' tonight. It's great.
Greatest bargains ever offered In bridge located at Los Cerrillos, N. M. ta Fe, N. M.
The board reserves the right to reThe approximate quantities are as
Indian and Mexican curios at the Sanany and all bids.
ject
follows:
ta Fe Trail Curio Company. See adexcavation, about 250 cubic
I. SPARKS,
vertisement on page seven.
yards, and the fill about 475 cubic
Chairman.
Boy Scouts Tonight Rev. J. W. yards.
Santa Fe, Dec. 13th, 1911.
Heal will speak to the Boy Scouts toBidders are requested to acquaint
night at 7:30 o'clock.
The Advertisement of Frank An-- ,
drews on page eight gives you a deal
.right from the shoulder. It will pay
!
you to look it up.
Tonight's program at the Elks',
C.
"Prisoner of the Mohicans, "The Human Torpedo," and The Alpine Lease
and the big after show.
Hardy Plants and Flowers in
Season.
The Welcome Arch The illumination all night of the welcome arch at
the entrance to the Plaza is for the
benefit of the entire city and as an
advertising feature for the town is of
great value. The Water and Light
at
Company furnishes the current

12k

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

Wa have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."

THE JEWELER
IrvJi SPITZ,
Perfect service in our watch
as

yj

NOTE

repair-

department is our hobby. Try it.

15c

Legs,
Stew, .

171-2-

Chops,

MUTTON
...
15c

.

Chops, .

Roasts
Chops,

......

L

15c
15c

15c

JUST RECEIVED

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

Second-Han-

d

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

PHONE 56 BLACK.

3O

c(A

SPUDS

3 lbs. for 25c

Loin Veal,

.

.

.17

c

B
20c

Chops,

YOUR LAST CHANCE AT

Ti

o

70

35c per

fos, fOf 25 CeiltS

CABBAGE, 6 lbs. 25c

ONIONS, 6 lbs. 25c

m

()

OYSTERS
65c per quart.

pint.vj
.These Prices are for Cash

m

PHONE

'S flflHKr

92

PHONE

92

IIIIIIIIILI

SANTA FE, N. M.

STORE

MEN'S HOSIERY
E HAVE a beau
tiful assortment of
Hosiery for Men who
like to dress their feet
well. New and exclusive patterns in smart
effects, swell enough to
please any good dresser.
Come and see our swell

W

footery.

SJ3SS3JQ JJBUIS

H

Wl jo ag

'SUJSHBd
pub sjooyvv

TV

sU

$UoiQi

December 16th.
We have only one of
these ranges, and we

are pricing it at this low
figure to dispose of it.
If you are in need of a
range here is a bargain.
This Range for Cash Only at This Price.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

FLOWERS
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

sinssauo

touuj 'spajs

Aau ail j. noX Avoqs sn
sj3ss3jp pooS Xq ujoav aq sXbanjb iijav puB
--

joyw ui

3up001 ipU

Stll-1U3- U

THE BIG

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

SXBMJBSI S9

ifoUBJ

aqx

SXS3A AONVdl

STORE

Christmas Neckwear.

ASSU

I

F

T HFRE

IS A MAN ON EARTH who could
not use, and who would not be glad to
re-rei-

ve

a new TIE for a Christmas Gift,
where is he? We would like to see him.

IT'S ELEGANT
it's elegant?
That is the only word I
that covers the state and the only way we can
describe our Christmas Neckwear Display.
Yes,
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hair, silk and cash mereall grades.

to

itively close Saturday,

Miss Marion Foree expects to leave
next Monday for Lawtonville, Ky., to
spend several months with friends.
W. H. Beacham has resigned his po
sltion with the Santa Fe Hardware
Company effective on New Year, and
expects to leave in spring for St.

AA

3i

11 )1

of course, durable and satisfactory in every
way. For cold feet we have wool, camel's

.15 eta.

this week. Sale will pos-

MENTION.
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MEDIUM GRADE HOSIERY

weather we have decided
to extend the sale all

--

PERSONAL

the bad

STORE--

THE
BIG

On account of

day session of the grand jury here today nearly used up the string of wit
nesses summoned from San Francisco
and Oakland to describe the activities
in those cities of James B. McNa- mara and his friends. The grand jury
is not so much concerned in McNa
mara, who is now serving a life sent
ence in San Quentin, as in his friends
who are still at large.
Miss Ethel Gill, the telephone op
erator in a San Francisco hotel, where
McNamara used to stop, was one of
today's witnesses. While at this hotel
McNamara had many long distance
telephone conversations with men
whom it Is said his brother John J.
McNamara told him to see in Call
fcrnia. These men are supposed . to
have told him where dynamite would
be most effective in their opinion and
the long list of long distance cables
furnished clues regarded as of value
to the government.

Louis.

THE

$35.50 During Our Sale Only.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 15. A halt

Only- -

JO

2H

This $48.50 Peninsular Range

D.

WHAT YOU
8AY OVER TELEPHONE.

15c

Fine Home Dressed.

DAVID LOWITZKI,

Apply

415 Palace Avenue

m

and one

One

:x:

BE CAREFUL

.

.

A W

Legs, .

c

.

Stew,'.

Phone. Black 204.

Lowitzki.
Between now and the 24th of this
month we are selling Hart, Schaffner
suits and overcoats, your choice for
$22.50, regular price, from $25.00 to
Take advantage and
$40.00 a suit.
save mdhey.
Hay ward is again on the firing line
with a big special priced sale on
meats.

A L

E
.

FOR RENT

2 lbs. 25c

3 lbs. for 25c Shoulder Chops,

V

cost

furnished house.

p......o R K

Roasts,

McCONVERY,
their

Sirloin,
Porterhouse,
Boiled Beef, 5 lbs. 25c
Round,
Shoulder,
Plenty of Hearts,
Tongues and Livers.
Hamburger,
Cuts
Other
in Proportion.
Any

YOU THE

CITY TOPICS

JAMES

Rolled Rib Roast, 15c

WE RECOMMEND TO

DM

101$

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

DM

3E

Every smart, swagger shape, every new pattern in silk, every new kink is here.
s,
Four-in-hand-

Ascots, Bows, Fecks, Puffs, Straight
Ties, Imperials, etc. All are herein new designs.

OUR NECKWEAR

DISPLAY

alone is well worth coming to see.
Whatever is " IT " in Neckwear, weVe
got. Regardless of whatever else, you
may buy him, you can't miss it, if you
buy him a Christmas Tie.

Call and Look Them Over.

